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ABSTRACT
Since the late 1950's, research into 'architecture: by many theoreticians has focused
on its capacity to convey meaning. As well as traditional ap~roaches to this
question, mathematics, communication theory, semiotics, discourse analysis and
deconstructive criticism-have been used.
The workof Diana Agrest and Marit. Gandelsonas in the 1970's drew on a number
of sOUIr;es from the broader semiotic field to analyse architecture as a eystem of
meaning. They focused on the processes involved in this aspf'~t of architectural
( ''\\
production.
This dissertation examinefin~lr thesis, in order to ascertain whether the semiotic
approach adequately explains how meaning is conveyed in architecture.
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PREFACE
'.~ '0 c:?/" .:~ ,.:7'
~.~ ...
The 'choice of ~uhject for this thesis began when studying towards a Master of
ifl¢,efllTCf'c:rap.e- '
~.ill!l~e Degree at Princeton University, New Jersey in 1982when I had the., . . . .. .. . ,
privilege •of 'attending Anthony Vidler's "Theory of Architecture" course." This
introduced me to the debates smr~unding the quesHod of meaning inarchiteJlbre.
\ This questio;JI was pursued in tlle theory courses I developed at ~l1eUniversity of
J) the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, 1984 - 1991, Which involved-extensive research
1_ into the stnicturalist and post-structuralist positions on meaning. Out of this I
made contact with Dr Jean Pierre Delaporte, then le~~turil1gin the, Comparative
Literature Department at the same university. This contact introduced me to the
, .. \
\/~V~a.lthof semiotic discourse - Eco, Barthes, Althusser, Lacan, Krist~va, Foucault,
_. . '- q
At this time, my" attention J109$ drawn to the work of Diana Agrest and Mario
Gandelsonas, who had been examining architecture from a semiotic perspective
since the early 1970's. This thesis is thy result of my reading of their w~~k.
\\
Over the four yearsI have been writing it, weekly or near weekly discussions with
Dr Delaporte have proved invaluable. Friends in America ~Michele van Deventer
..and Ann Pendleton have giver; assistance in assembling cta,J:'l. My supervisors,
initially Professor Dennis Radford, and lately Professors Glen Mills and Reingard
Nethersole, have given valuable assistance. To all of them lowe my grateful
thanks.
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INTRODUCTION
/;
This thesls examines the semiotic project of Diana Agrest and Mario
Gandelsonas produced in the 1970's and early 1980's, which analyse ar(.llJitecture
as a system of signs i:hroUghwhich meaning is conveyed. (\
It must be noted that my thesis is a study of a specific body of semiotic.work, It
-:;'. ',\
does not set out to eramine the broader scope of semiotic analysis in the field of
architecture, but focuses on Agrest and Gandelsonas' project',
As in all semiotic studies, the model adopted by Agrest and Gandelsohas for
their study of architecture was that of natural language, along the lines proposed
by Ferdinand de Saussure, They were influenced by subsequent developments in
structural linguistics, p~rticularly tliat of the French School of Semiotics,
Ii
My examination of Ag\'~stand Gandelsonas' work has been carried out with the
question in mind of whether indeed a semiotics of architecture is possible" Can
semiotic approach adequately explain how meaning is conveyed in
/ ',)
architecture? If so, of what aspects of it? Inwhat respects does architecture
function as a properly formed sign system?
1 Umberto Eco (1968) produced one of the first attempts to qlevelop a semiotics of arc;hitecture. Others who
have analysed architecture from a semiotic perspective ha~\e been R. de FUscQ :l:)i,tirvl.L.Scalvini (1969),
E. Garroni (1972) and F. Choay (1965). Agrest and Gandeisonas' WN!C ltrlws on this tradition.
Subsequent developments in deconstruction in architecture (e.g, Eisenman lC!,M, 1985, 1986) owe much
to these semiotic forerunners.
1
In my thesis!
d
(/n
!i
ChaRter 1 outlines zhe basic concepts of semiotics for the" architec(hrt~l reader.
/'; - " H
S¥apter 2 outlines the central arguements in Agrest an,d Gandelsonas' 'thesistWith
which the South African reader is probably unfamiliar, due to limited access to
(I 0
the publications in which it. appeared.
CJ -::; II
Chapter3 details a number of accounts of the concept of metaphor used.by
/ {,
Agrest and Gandelsonas in their explaiaation of meaning in archit~cture.
1 l' ._, t
Chapter 4 discussesAgreseand -Gandelsonas' pf.oje,ct in the light of what has gone
b,~fore.
c JL...__ I I
J~'<Chapter 5 assesses the value of Agrest and Gandelsonae;' ;~~:l1llotics
(? irb! I
for
architecture.
1. fVlIAT IS SEMIOTICS ?
o ..... . ... _It
Semiotics, as defined by its founder, Ferdinand de Saussure in his Course in
General Linguistics (1916), is the modern science of signs. It studies any objects
or practices which convey meanny"_:These might he. images; gesuires, garments,
musical sounds, or, in the case of this thesis, architecture and other buildings.
Roman Jakobsen, a leading linguist, defined semiotics at t~e opening of the First
International Congress' of Semiotics in1974.
Semiotics, Jakobsen said, is the science which examines the basic relJ:l1on.of
sending or referring back, where something stands to somebody for sometI{ing
. - \', - - - - - - - (\,-~"
else in some respect or another (see BCQ. 1985:176). Semiotic objects~' '<,
recognis ed as all cases in which physical objects stand'to someone ~6·.',§ornet1._"J//
else. In addition, semioticians hold that whenever we make sense of things in
this way, it is because we have configured them as part of a system of signs.
J, ./
Semiotics is she.study, not of isolated signs, but of signifying systems ..CnSCOllrses
or languages witl~which "society communicates.
The semiotician, as opposed to the linguist, studies how it is possible for
non-linguistic .systems to convey meaning. The. French semioticians - Metz
J
(1969), Todorov (1972), Barthes (1983) et at carried out studies of a number of
cultural systems, Literature, photography, painting, comic strips, cinema, fashion
etc. were all subjected to semiotic analysis. Claude Levi- Strauss' work (1973) on
systems of kinship and myth similarly widened the semiotic field.
The semiotician's model for these analyses is that of natural language, as
proposed by Ferdinanr' de Saussure ..
3
The great novelty of de Saussurian linguistics in relatioi; to its predecessors was
the division of language into two parts ~ its systematic and Its executive aspects,
'langue' and 'parole'. 'Langue' is the system which. orders the units of which a
"
language is built up, making meaningful communication possible. 'Parole' is the
\\
individual side. of.language, in w1iV.:hthe. rules of langue are put to use.
n
;'/'
1. LANGUE 1/
"i
Barthes (1967:14) described langue as language minus speech. It is the
'i I
institutional and systemat~~1aspects of any language, and, by extension, any
communication sr.':ltem which the semiotician isolates for study. De Saussure
I!
identified langueir; the follpwirig way:
Language (the langue) is a well defined object in the heterogeneous
mass of speech facts.' It can be localised in the limited segment of
the speaking circuit where an auditory image becomes associated
with a concept, It is the social side of speech, outside the indivi~~-,_~\
who can never create nor modify it by himself; it exists only by
virtue of a sort of contract signedby the members of a community
... language ".,'is a System of signs in which the only essential thing
is the union of meanings and sound images, and in which both parts
or the sign are psychological ... Language is a system of signs that
express ideas, .
De Saussure 1959:15)
De Saussure limited his Object of study to langue, a distinction his successors have
rigorously adhered '1.01;
:r This is what distinguishes structural linguistis from other approaches to langua~y such as generaliv,
transformaticnal linguistlcs, communications theory, discourse theory, 01' other the".)s of enunciation 0
speech acts. These criticise the absence of the notions of the subject or history in the structural approach
4
If tire study oj language set by de Saussure is loUo'Wedfor bWlilinIf!, it must·be to coru1nJct
slut 1angr,re oJ buildinc, the· system in which 1tUlte7iId built objects are Q$sociIlted· with
11Jf.atting.If considering rem buildings in f1Jis way, tJze problem is relatively simple ,,,how is i.t
possible lor built objeas ItJ convey meaJ!ng? llowever, if one is $Illdying ~ one
Tw:; .10 take irUo accowU. the different substances used in 4TChitecture for ~ta -
architecture aslwrUten abo14 architeciU)'i/as tilmm mul architecture 4$ built. It is Prdbab{y
hecessaryto subdivide ari/ziteclUi'einta thrf;e~stel1ts and clearly ifefin,e whk1t ,zyste1rt one is
studfotg, loi;\·.~g on the sWStmlce, the system is dijf('.rently IllticuIated. The first
problem /01' a \\~wniotic olfll"C}#tecture is thus a defi'tdtiota of wllich .arc1uttc!le,,-.e is being
ptudit:d.
In Agre.~tand Gandel'ionas' study, this object is deJbt.ed in genera! terms:
We consif:1er not only buildings, but also the lfIitings that precede or follOw
these pr()~i.:v and the diagrams or tit egraphic cod« of representation, which
in the system architecture are considered 1UJn....~gnificant. The notion of
ll1'(.nitecf;JJ.reas it has been defined does not co·intide 'witla our theoretical
\i
objc!;!. 11", example, buildings Of other 1'It4terillI-blJifi $,trnctures excluded as
non..a.rd:itectural are it:o~'iderf!dwithin this appTOttch.
(Agrest fJnd Gartdelo;ono.r 197:!k262)
Tk!lr project embraces all aspects of architectu.ralpractice - writings, drttwitigr ami buildings,
as well as the buildings making up ntt rest of the built environment.
However, as win become clear; their work implies that written architecture. is the most
signifICant when one is examining architecture as Jl sign system, while non- arr;hitectutal
buildingr are distingu~hed by the lack of such a discourse.
Semiotics is to be distinguished from communication theory. The study of
communication analyses the carrying of meaning (its use and effects), rather than
its nature and structure. Agrest (19i8:8~) remarks that the notion of
communication did not even appear in de Saussure's framework, precisely
because it is a different problem from that which he set himself. Communication
theory is the study of how signs are sent and received. Semiotics is the study of
what signs consist and of what laws determine them (Agrest 1978:86).
5
An important distinction is to be'made between semiotics and sociology, While
" 0sociology seeks to relate practices, and the prorl}!:9tsof those practices to real
.~;/
social conditions, semiotics describes objects which, from beginning to end, are
imaginary ',(Barthes 1983:9). A, sociology IS directed towards real objects and
practices, a semiotics towards a set of collective representations. At n6 point
~ .
does it relate these to' their social origins. It simply studies the ordering of the
systems in which collective representations are possible.
Semiotics then is based on de Saussure's proposition that any language is both
a system and an act, and that the two can be isolated and studied separately.
The characteristics of langue isolated by de Saussure fol:'natural language form
the basis of semiotic analyses of other sign systems. These are .. syniagm;
/ipanjdigm, arbitrariness, value and convention.
(i) SYNTAGJJ AND PARADIGM
Syntagm and paradigm (also known as system) are the two planes of language
along which relationsh~s between linguistic terms develop. The plane of the
~J . .{) ",'\ . - _ '
syntagm is a combinatio:b.\yf signs, which, in Barthes' words, Ins "space as a
II '
support" (1967:58). In artltulated language, this space is: the ehain of speech,
.II
which determines that two elements cannot be pronounced at the same time;
each term derives its value in opposition to what preceedes and follows it,,(!
The plane of the paradigm is the plane of associations. Units of language which
\~
have something in common are associated in memory to form groups in which
various relationships can be found e.g, an affinity of sound (education, saturation)
or in affinity of meaning '(education, schooling) (see Barthes 1967:71).
These two planes are united by a close relation, expressed by de Saussure in an
6
architectural analogy (fig. 1).
Figure 1~ Comparison of Doric and Ionic Columns from antiquity (Planat,
undated In: Tzonls and Lefaivre, 1986)
Each linguistic unit, says de Saussure (see Barthes 1967:59), is like a column in
a building, This column is in a relatlon of contiguity with other parts of the
building, for instance the architrave (syntagl1atic relation); however, as a column,
it evokes comparison with other architectural orders, for instance, the Ionic or
Corinthian; this allows a potential relation of substitution (paradigmatic or
associative relation), The two planes are linked in such a way that the syntagm
cannot develop except by t,;allingon new units taken from the paradigmatic plane
\"1
and vica versa. Language is built up of successive layers of syntagmatie and
paradigmatic relations.
7
This anaJ()gyis il8tueSting for it iruikates that bu~dinff. ~ sfm~ accctdfn~ to I'fiki W1rkh
resemble those' of' language. HoWei1o; a munber oJ diJfercnceJ s/t!JUld be tWti!d.t
i) A buildlng, being three dimensional (l1id subject to both $!rUf;IWtll. ami [unctioaal
constraints, comprises two i1aerWc.1pngSYsfenJS. The one' is.tJw ~$tein o/construction, ~!hic11.
procel!l,'{s vertically, the other 'he sysfQn ' of use, which is ~e4 Iwrizontally. B()th are
subjected 10 constraints not flPP1iclJhk to lanJ!,lllge. TIze st!]k4m11 s:· ','.f!J1B is limited by the
',' necessity of overcominlfgravity ~ one built element suppons Of' is 'l1.lpp:m~ by Il1U1fhQ. 1:rte
jUnc(icha1 system is limited by '1M tytcessi&s of use. Both an~ coost;r_lbred by 1U,I,n...d#!jltat[
~0 ' , .~:;blimits.
'(\ .
,,_).,...\ \ ~j
The Patadi~latic [telds of these «VO systentS"at'e thfined as Ute elements (JJbUild.;,~g!~lrjf1r
the cl:pice of an element excludes ie; whic~ CtllUUJt be used 0". Ute same port of the buildillg
at ate same dme. The P(l1'a4igm Of construction refers to Lie e1enwnts of building, the
I)
parrJiJi{!/n of use to the spaces configured by ,rueh ,elenumts.
Building is thus (11f, ",teriocking syslem of two pt1T4digmatic and syntagm.aLic articulations
occurring at tight angles to one another (fig. 2).
s
Figure 2: The paradigmatic and syntagmatic axes of building
8
ii) ARBlTRAR.'N'ESS AND VALlIE
o
Traditional semantics, which studied meaninl~ in language, considered meaning
to be inherent to words Le, something a wo'rd is supposed to have by virtue of the
concept associated with it (see e.g. Ogden and Richards 1923).
De Saussure proposed that meaning. the association Of word with concept m.l
Ii'. . '.'
language is entirely arbitrary. It is to be distil1guishec1 from that to wIDeh a word
:,1
refers in theworld (the problem of reference).
Starting from the fact that in human language the choice of sounds
is not imposed on us by meaning itself (the ox does not determine
the sound ox, since ill any case, the sound is different in other
languages, Saussure had spoken of an arbitrary relation between
signifier and signified.
(Barthes 1967:50)
The traditional relation between form and meaning becomes an arbitrary rela,tion
known as signification, internal to a sign itself (ie, between signifier and signified)
(fig. 3).
r,---- ---~--=iF-___,..,..--·"""___"_'--
SIG'N \;:-\
,.... -
So ~
i ~ RS/(iN IFICA1;ION __ ..... R ............
I 1\ E 7'I _- N
l___.~.._~_0__!__~.__..._f JJ
=- =-
Figure 3: Signification -md Reference
9
Thi.f notion oporoiImriM..tS is 4 diffICUlt concept when applied fa buildilB~ for, as hII$ been'
arguea,. the ortiad4tion of.bui!dirtg as a system ocdlrs within 'fUH1,- \'t!roilrwy limits. Howcver,-
wiIhin these 1im1tsr. tlibilrwy .mul tu!twrillpdetived dwias df eIetrtmts are possible. In this
re,rpect, building is (In. arbitrmy~erniotit system.
Meaning is however, never the property of an isolateq, sign, but a, consequence
of its relation to other signs.Sign~ take on meaning i,according to their value in
I,'
a system.of signs. f i
To explain this, de Saussure used an economic analogy (see Barthes 1967:55).For.:t
, !I
a sign or an economic value to exist, argues de Saussure, one must be able to
exchange it for a dissimilar thing (work and wage) and also compare it with
simila_r,things (50 dollars and 100 dollars) . Imthe same way, a word must be
exchangeable for an idea, and also compared with other signs for meaning to
i)
exist. Meaning lies in the twofold relation of signification and value. It is never
n
the property of an isolated sign"butAhe result of the relative value of one sign
()
to another.
(iii) CONVENTION
Meaning is fixed in such a system of relations by convention. i.e, when the
relations between linguistic units are limited to certain combinations,
conventionally maintained.
Tile notion 01 cOllvention is difficult when applied to an.:hitecture.ln Agrest and Gar:defsonas'
view, it makes the whole concept 01 langue (1. probletnatU: one:
Even if it is possible to see the i4ngtJe as a ccmplex system of
underlying rules. and therefore to compare it with the explicit 'ilnd
2 In Metleau Panty's (1962) conception, the terms of language are engendered only by the differences
between them.
10
irhp1ic# 'systems! (.f tuies. m ~ ~ ntks .are
tk~ by a ceJ1ain sect btJonging.~ a determined sod4l dIJss,
whik the langut ~ltM pfO[Il!tt.y of e1I'l:1y(Jl1.e in ~ 1ZlUl1W ~
in patticu!4f. 1'hese t.vr;hite~ systems of 1fJhs. do not,s1ww any
of the pmperUes Qf tbe laIigue .. they 4W not finite, they are not
organised in (I 'MJl'le way, .rwr do tlwy tA*"nine the mpnife.stl.lLion
r tarer~=:-~::~:::~on·:~a Sf.'~M~
1"his problem wits aiJdl'essed by Bar/4<J,s (1967:31). It relates .., uu; ~. "'J tl/'''JJmJ
system. JJlhere It sj.ttem is elaborated by a deckibtg group, be it a highly qualified
ie~, 4S in tlJepase of architecture, or a more dijJUSe tmtl ll1Wnymo1lS gtOup, tl$'in the
'case of mass pf()duc~1~ artifacts, its signs.~ really and 'Indy aflJitraty, not .CQiwentltmal, as
is the eas« wilh lar.;}.,~age.·They are a COl'lSequenc(Jof partiadar, no: generql institutional
activity. However, fbijl' d()(!$en:lt.uJe the concept of /OJ'lgtl.e from being (rzpplied to them. tJ'
itUiklltea by B01tkes (1983) in his Il1U11ysis0/ the system of/osMon.
2. CODE
The fixed combinations of a language ate sometimes referred to as codes, The
codes of a language are the conventions which set "limits to the operations of
c
langue.
/)
Thil notion of code is a highly ambiguous one, introduced into structural
linguistics byTA:pube~zkoy(1957) and Jakobsen (1962). He}\~)itwasproposed that
language comprises units of sound which, at a pre ..linguisticlevel, sustain purely
differential relations. It is built up when these units are ordered into species (or
paradigms) and combined in sequence (or syntagms), Meanirtgfullanguage<~U'ises
when the units and their combinations are coded or limited to certain fixed
combinations. Codes sanction or exclude possible combinatory relations in the
interests of a social function, communication.
11
The notion of code thus accounts for the conventional or social side of langue.
It does not explain hs systematic aspects; However, Barthes (1967) argues that,
\__3 . -:
within a pure (i.eSa(fssurian ..framework, it is possibl~to identify code with langue.
j! ..
However, this was qispl!.ted by Helmsles (1959), on the grounds that the
conventions of codes ale explicit, of language implicit.
TQme, 1hiJ:''distiJu:tionis important to 11Ulintai'J in a semiotics oj' building Of of arc:JUtecture..
The system 0/ building, strUclUl'ed by ~ty 4Wl use, is di/fenmi from a code of building.
which is a p~ sd olbuilt eknumts ttpeauul by Cl:mvenJion or institaticttal,practice. In
architecture, code wouht:.~iden.tifred with style - the choice and combbwtiot: of certain
"elemettts in 4 [.xed ~~~:
In Agrest find Gan.4els(Jllas' semiotic, th~ notion of code seems problemoJicallj
U1.rcrchangeable with Ih4t of Itmgue:
An anliiysis of the nature of a sys(W'l of signs or a system of
signification must .begin with the development of the most
important element in the model; namely the notion of code. An
in.direct way cf expressu:g the need for the notion of code is to state
that the sense is never an rnl1insic property of tire message •.•
information seen as the meaning of a message depends upon the
possibility of beillg able to select:from a repertory of otherpossibJe
messages iJ1Ul combinatiotRs !l4:cording to certain rules.
(Agrest 1978:215)
In this quote, it seems to me IhlJt system woulrJ h4ve been a more appropriate term for the
idea being expressed. The MUOII of code in architecture should be reserved for the fixed
combinations .ef'elements or elements and meaningr, and the rules for their combination.
3. PAROLE
So much for langue. Parole, the side of languag» which actualises meaning by
drawing 011 the institutionalised store of the language, does not, in structural
linguistics, add anything to what can be known about language or its properties.
While nothing enters language without having been tried in speech, no speech is
12
possible if it has not-drawn on the store ofIangue,
(, "
, :)
In A.grest and GtHu!elsotUiS":remiotic,.parok Of'indiVidulll 1lIr:hi(edUrt;l] works are similarly
~ of lite sy;/im iii...l!lhich they ore confiiurea. The archifi!r:taTe they e:camine is .the
systen~ in which iw)il-'idutU memUnsr are prr:klJ.tcea..
1_}
4. LATER DEVELOPMENTS
Having outlined'the basis of semiotics, subsequent developments in th"efield are
important to\\unJerstand in relation toAgrest and Gandelsonas' thesis.
. .. ~
With the intervention of psychoanalysis into the' field of language through the
work of Jacques Lacan (see for e.g. Lacan 1970), the notion that language as(la
)1
system is articulated through a signifier whichexceeds its conscious use began(to
1\
predon1in~te semiotics, It launched a series of critiques on its own object, the
sign, itself.
,\'-:
On the one hand, signs began to be seen as transitory ,cpuplings .of expressive and
content-units able to be differently coupled in different systems or in different
contexts in the same system. On the otber;1la:I1d, the existence of a transendental
'.\
subject (a person) outside of language began to be questioned. People began to
be seen as a permanent dialectic of conscious and unconscious signifying practices
(Laing 1978:100).
One of the leading exponents of the new semiotics, Julia Kristeva distinguished
two modalities of signification - the "semiotic" and the "symbolic" (1985:216). By
!'
"semiotic" she referred to the primary organisation (in Freudian terms} of drives;
in other words, a state of language anterior to the word) the "before-
sense-production-of-s~:pse"(Laing 1978:100). By "symbolic" she referred to the
'..
functioning of the sign and its predications, a matter of language as a system of
,113
it; _\J.f
meaning. The interaction b~tween theser#6von1~j:illties was s~~p.to be active ll:
both the construction of language and of persons-.as social beings in the" world,
This interaction became the subject of Semiotic.\~tudY.' :.':..~~'~:»
'.".'. ',-_I
1·:·1.
lnApjest and Gandelsonas) work, an injtiiii~ analysis of t}Jep~ of met.llting in
architecture is ~ ller~the -niodel is the sign o.-.ul the t;pde. 1'hettaj'ter; a ~emiotic:
o/the brooder built envirorunentcis wuJ.ertaken, where "wzc.fJnscious"signifying processes are
"".covered. ! would see architecture.and tile b1'04l1er built ehvironmef4t in Agrest and
;::;
It is important to note that a semiotic approach to architecture is"different from,
traditional theoretical approaches to the question of arcilitectural meaning in that
it attempts-to explain how rather than what meaning is conveyed by architectural
form. No particular meaning, but rather the processes by which such meaning
is produced is isolated:
to work at the level of meaning (communication) is towork within
the 'field of infinite combinations and partial changes. To worlf at
the level of production is to work at the level which pr9ditces
meaning ... it implies intervention at the level of the process rat~er
than at the level of the prodiict, '
.~ (Agrest and Gall~<]foonas1973a: 266)
This. distinction is important to bear in min'd.
To sum up:
1. Semiotics is the modern science ofsigru. It studies how signs produce meaning
in society.
2 It is based on t.~e premises of structural lin ~ o/lics, which proposed thait
language produces meaning in a system organised by paradigm and syntagm;
14
.arbi/rariness, value ami convent/on.
3. 11th€!rgles result in certain fixed comb:fnatiQns or codes, ';which maintain
languq.ge's communicative functiiJn in SOC'7.ety.
4.. In the course of the developrn.ent. of semiotics, iitwas proposed that language's
communicative form (the sign) is preceeded ·by certai1i~hperations which
<:;/
determine its manifestati:On. These became the object of semiotic study.
;,
l~ #
5. These premises form tik basis of Agrest and· Gandelsonas' semiotic 6f
architecture.
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2. SEMlo~rICS AND ARCHITECTURE -
~,! '(.:;
AN OVERVIEW OF
AGREST ANI) GANDELSONAS'MODEL
My thesis examines the development of Agrest and Gand()sohas'
Ii .,
architectural practice over the period 1972 ~ 1980. I refer to 10 WritteIV;f
publications and a selection of architectural projects. This chapter will outtJ.'
the central arguements of their approach to the problem of meaning in
architecture, which. formed the basis of their practice.
,~
This problem is approached from a number of perspectives:
1) In opposition to existing s,emio~icpractice (1973a, 1973b)
. . :-. \, .
j,' ,:,i
2) '\Vithin a general th;
r:
"i"-·'--i
',ideology (1973, 1973a, 1973'b~1977)
'.:.f'
3) As att~fbuted to b~iJt'form bY\,architectural c~des (~972, 1973, 1973a,
1973b, bq5, 1976, 1977, 1980) Ii'
4) As a production outside of architectural codes (1973a, 1976, 1977, 1989)
I{
5) As a transformative strategy of design (1976,1977, 1980, 1980a, 1980b,
1980c, 1980d, 1980e, 1983, 1984, 1984a, 1984b)
1. IN OPPOSITION TO EXISTING SEMIOTIC PRACTICE.
~~.grestand Gandelsonas begin their semiotic project (1973a, 1973b, 1975) by
clarifying its terms in relation to two texts - Semiolo~1Yand Architecture by
Charles Jencks and La Dlmension Amoureuse in Alchitecture by George"
Baird (Jencks and Baird, ';1970).. ,.;
For Agrest ansl Gandelsonas, these texts i) fail to understand the importance
o ~
of the concepts of arbitrariness and value to, any semiotic di~cussipn, and ii)
fail to distinguish betweer; the concePt-It-picommunication and )significatiofi.
);-r_..-
~They thereby.perpetuate a pre-semiotic view of m,eani1~, in particular of the
relation betweeI{'buiIt ~~pri'and functional meaning. A natural li~tka$e is
proposed by ferncks (l970}.~between form and function, functiofi bein,~
considered inher~nt to form ra,ther than systematk~l1y attributed to it (Agrest
and Gandelsonas 1973a:257).
, .\,
"
This notiofih .obviously cdntested by!Agrest rtnd Garrjelsonas as inconsistent
wJ-t.ha semiotic petspective. Theyipropose instead °that even the id~mtifisation
•• ~r. . ", '.:'.. . (, "'. .' -'. _.. - _ _ .._ _ _ _ '. _ _. __. " _. \' _ _ _. _ c: :;\ C'J
of built form with runctional meaning is systematic ie. it arises when a
form-function couple is situaied in relation to other form-function couples in
J 0
Itriiil a particular system,
\\\\
')\
v
~,:example of this is gIven by G~ald01sonas"(1975:45),who imag1.n~~aPCh.~m.;\-i-,
"~,, . ". '. \)
comi(i~\.'9-~Mars and visiting homes in both Africa and Europe. He. or she
recognises ~!~?:ropean aiid African homes common elements ~apertures I
~~'---..
in. walls. In Europe,))'B~~ kind ofaperture allows th.~ passage of inhabitants
l ' '~
" ,..~ 'lEkmr), and others allow1he passage of light and air (windows), whereas !
in Africa, a single element conveys .all .three functional ..meanings. The
I .,")
meaning of an elementwould thu,:(~e aifferent in the two' contexts .
. , ",,);'1 \~~ ;
This. e*ample indicates tha,t meaning, even functional meanlng, is tJ:!(~.,n
intrinsic property oL~built \tlement, but rather depends on itfi-lyallle i~
.;? '-, , 1.-,1
relation to otb~r elements ill a system.
Agrest and Gandelsenas thereby establish the tenns of their semiotic project.
2. wrtnm A GBJIERAL"XHEORY OF IDEOLOGY
,_;'
Following from this discussion 6£ the apparentv though misconceived
naturalness of the meaning (j·(built form, a central' theme in Agres,t arin
G~fi'delsonas' thesis emerges ... thai, of the n<?cessity for clarifying the
distinction between architectural !deology and architectural theory (1973b};t.
With the notion of architectaral ideology, Agrest and Gandelsonas refer to
". ....~,
the normative theory which, since the Renaissance has attributed meanin~ to '
built form and articulated <the process of design (Agrest and Gandelsonas
1973a:270,. Ganc.elsonas jL97S:40).Agrest and Gandelsonas argue that this
kind of 'theory has always presented the meaning of form as self-evident,
natural and universal, to conceal its socio-historical base.
Tl{8function of such theory is said to be an ideological one. It both adapts
architecture to changing social conditions and preserves it as a distinctive
institution (Agrest and Gandelsonas 1973b:94).
Architectural theory, in the sense in which Agrest and Gandelsonas use the
term, is situated outside of such normative texts. It explains how they operate.
-, I '('
Semiology, .the study of different sign systems, is, in Agrest and Gandelsonas'
view, guaranteed a privileged perspective in this regard (Agrest and
Gandelsonas 1973a:259). It is argued that it alone can explain how normat~;;e
theory is constructed. When its central notions (arbitrariness and value) are
used to critique architectural theory, it is able to (provide a model and a
strategy for a "scientific" (in its Althusserian sense) architectural discourse
(Agrest and Gandelsonas 1973b:97),
1 This draws on the work o( Althusser (191'i) who saw ideology to be opposed to science. For Althusser, ideology
formulates false problems whose solutions are already prodnced outside of the process 0" ··;tl.owledge.Science
on the other hand produces its own scientifiC:facts th,rOllgh a critique of t~~,Ideological facts prnduced by
previous ideological practice. (il /'
i-;')'\
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3. ASATI'RlBCJTED.TOBUI1/fFORMBYARCIHTECTURAL; ~~.»
.::;ODES
In Agrest and Gandelsonas' analysis, mitten architecture or architectural
theory is the cote of the architectural system of meaning. It gives built objects
a meaning by expressing it'In natural language. In the architectural system,,
buildings "communicate" concept'S,both in a similar way to the signs of natural
/ '
language, and through natural language. The architectural sign is a hybrid
(Agrest and Gandelsonas 1973a.:264),comprising a non-linguistic signifi,er (a
building or a built element) and a linguistic signified (a concept;\articulated
in language) (figA).
,BUILT SIGNIFIER
(BllILOING)
AI.
I
I
I
I
"II
CONCePT I
~l!::1='L=. =~==~=_=_=~=_:::=_=:::.::..=,...==.~==LA=. N=(i=::U=A=GE=}======== ....2J
Figure 4: The Architectural Sign
This situation is challenged by Agrest and Gandelsbnas. They argue that the
fixing of the meaning of built objects in a particular architectural code denies
their specific economy as a sign system (Agrest and Gandelsonas 1973a:265).
They ask whether the production of the meaning of built form can be freed
from the restriction of linguistic codes • is it possible to construct the system
in which built form signifies, outside of codes of l~fuguage, and therefore
outside of institutional constraints (1973a:264)?
This becomes the central question which their work addresses.
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4. AS A PRODUCTION OUTSIDE OF ARCHITE;CTllRAL
CODES
A~est and Gandelsonas propose that, indeed, this conditio~\ alreaqy exists, in
the so-called "non-designed" built world (Agrest and Gandel~onas 1977:111).
This term refers to any part of the built environment which does not originate
in,~ practice "of architectural design; in other words, where meaning has not
been ,nonnatively established, but oscillates b~tweei1 a variety of coded
systems.
Agrest and Gandelsonas move frofu an analysis of the architectural system to
a "productive reading" of the built world (1977:113). The term "productive
reading" refers to a reading of bl~liftform which produces meaning as an open-
ended chain of associations." Agrest and Gandelsonas also call it "C..DfI
(configuration/delimitation), the "practice of production of signification in the
configuration of place" (1973a:262) It is argued that this practice exhibits the
und~riying bperatioris which produce meaning in the buitt environment; and
which are concealed in architecture by linguistic codes.
5. AS A 'FRANSFORMATlVE STRATEGY OF DESIGN
This productive reading of the bunt environment instigates a.new practice of
architecture for Agrest and Gandelsonas, It is critical of a normative approach
I. "
to architectural design which attributes spe~,~ficmeaning to form. Instead it
draws on typologies from urban and architectural contexts and transforms
them by subjecting them to operations which, instead of reducing meaning,
open it. The sedimentations of meaning which come down through an
architectural and an urban tradition are thereby both accepted and called into
,I
question, By refusing the production of an object unified and reduced with
respect to its meaning, it is argued that the extent to which tradition
naturallses ideology will be exposed. n
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A number of projects were generated out of this approach .. Many were
"i
submissions to prestigious international competitions ~t the time e.g•.Honsing
Fioject for Roosevelt Island, New York ,(1975) (Agl'est and Gandelsonas
" ff
1976a, 1980d); Project rOrdl0, Renewal q;t the Area of La V1l!ett(~"PariG0976)
. /1
(Agre~~and Gandelsonas 1980e); Pro~9ctfor La Detence, Paris (1983) (Agrest
I
and Gandelsonas 1984b). Others welle theoretical and didactic e.g. Proposal
v .• I
, f
for a Suburban Centre, Minneapolis (1916) (Agrest and Gandelsonas 1980b,
1983» Par1!~Square, Boston (1978) (Agrest and Gandelsonas 198430).A single
built work, Building 1 Urban Fragments Project, Buenos Aires (1977..82)
(Agrest and Gandelsonas 1980c, 1984), marks their engagement with the
1. Agrest and Gand(~1s01fas' explanation of how meaning ~ conveyed by built
object: ,centre'" on the concepts of the arbitrariness and SYsiematidty of
meaning.'
2. III examitting the architectural system, they conclude that meaning is
conveyed within nomuuioe; prescriptive codes which limit the operations
of the system. These codes are established when the relation between form
and meaning is articulated in natural language.
3. Agrest and Gandelsonas then examine the non-archltectural built
environment as a system of dgns. It is pf{)POSf!.d that this system exhibits
the operations which produce. built objects as signs prior to them talfing
on a value in a coded system such as architecture.
4. This irutigates a practice of architectural design which challenges
2 , JMaay of these projects were done at thel~~titute for Architecture and Urban Studies inNew York
where Agrest and Gandelsonas were Fellows, with the assistance of studertts and staff.
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llldOrwmy of the system in, wh~l~.arcizitecture has traditionally been
produced.
Ii
3G METAPHOR 0 IN
GANDELSONAS~:
AND
A central" concept in Agrest and G~ndelsonas' work is that of metaphor. In
this chapter, I elaborate on three concepts of metaphor used in their work:
1. From Barthes (1967).
2. From Jakobsen (1960).
I) ... ) ....,'
3. From Tel QueI (1960-1971).
1. ROLAJYDBARTEIES (1967)
In his'Elements of Semiology (1967), Roland Barthes argues that any system
of signification (Barthes 1967:82.)consists of a plane of expression, or signifier
(:8) and a plane of content, or signified (C), and the relation between them
(R) (fig.5).
E: ~---R---~~.·C·
",
~===~~==============================~
Figure 5: A System of Signification (Barthes 1967)
Barthes asks what would happen if such a system become a mere element of
a second system of signification i.e. become either its plane of expression (E)
or plane of content (C). What we would then be dealing with is two systems
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of signification which are imbricated but out ofj~int. This may happen in one
of two ways, l,}\)nstitutingeither a connotative sy~teD.lor a metalanguage
~-;:;"-
(fig.6, fig.7).
(i) CONNOTATION (fig 6)
E~-..R --~C !
I
. I
!
~--l---R -----~C
I
;~,
I,
1
I
I
~~==~===========================I...•i I
Figure 6: 0 A Connotative System
Connotation occurs when a first system of signification becomes the plane of
expression of a second system (Hjelmslev 1959), Using no new signifiers,
connotation extends the meaning of existing signs. Its system is metaphoric ..
it' condenses two levels of meaning into one sign.
Conceived of in this way, metaphor is a combination of llteral (denotative)
and non-literal (connotative) meanings. Inmost cases, connoted meanings, as
argued by Barthes (1977:48) are abstractions, pure paradigms, presented in
,'.'- -,
the syntagm of denotation. They are abstract socio-cultural values which
have no means of expreasion other than through the signs of the denotative
system,wbi<;bthereby (;naturaliscstl them. It "innocents the semantic artifice of
connotation" (Barthes 1977:45), while lJeing itself unavoidably caught up in
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connotative asscclarlons',
()
Meaningin a connptative system is a result of the combination of denotative
(first level) and connotative (second level) signification. The total signification" . ,: . . . . ... . . ~)
of a message is the result of a constantly moving turnstile between denotative
and '~~tative messages. An expressio~ is ;',alternatively presented as
meaning-in-itself and as a form or signifier of another content.
(it) METALANGUAGE (fig.7)
I
!
l. __" .._._." ~ .._ ..
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Figure 7: ,A Metalanguage
When the signs of a,p.rst sy$f~mbecome the plane of content of a second
system, a metalanguage has been established (fig.7). This is the case when
language ,:takes over a system, ,..of already signifying objects to describe or
explain it.
1 'This model formed the basis of structural approaches tl) the que:stion of the relationship between
id~ology and. representation systems. Ideology was prol1Q,sed to be the. form of the signifieds of
connotation, while rhetoric the form of the connotators (Ellrthes 1967:92). "
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The ,vigni{JClBu:eof this atWlysis fm an:hiIedule is. in my view. far re,.& as will be
tugtJ.ed. The Qtt;/Ut£ctural system is an absfra.--T one,. ClJrmot£d throu~~· the syntitgm 0/
building, but fomwlaJed in tile lungtilJge 0/ IQ'ChiteciUrtd theory. It is ~J t:ombillaJion of
COnIWf4JiJ,'e tmd nretalirtguiftk systems. This conception of the arclitedure is, in my
'<::;
opinion, the Drily one Wh.icll.allows for it to !1e investigated as a syslem.lt differs hcwever
amsiderably fromApt and GmuJelson(JS~mode4 as will become evi&mt in the ensueing.
c:hapterr. r
;'1
J'
Y
~/;.~
2. lAK.OBSON (1960)
)As will be remembered, Jakobsen (1960) proposed that meaning arises in
language when the relations of paradigm and syntagm which characterise
linguistic systems are coded or limitedto certain fixed combinations. Codes
are thymechanism of langue which sanctions or excludes possible combinatory
relations in the interests of communication.
This model is applicable to literal, information bearing language. Poetic
language on the other hand, is characterised (Jakobson 1960) as literal
misuse of linguistic operations. The operations of paradigm (selection) and
syntagm (combination) correspond to two relations - resemblance and
contiguity, located on orthogonal axes, The difference between poetic and
literal language lies in the distribution of the operations and the relations
across the 'two axes. In literal language, selection and resemblance coincide
on the paradigmatic axis, combination and contiguity on the syntagmatie,
whereas in poetic language, these operations and their corresponding relations
are dislocated and displaced (fig.8).
2 This view of the architectural system corresponds loosely to Barthes analysis of an advertising image
(1977). In other words, buildings signify analogously to advertising images.
Barthes argues that three messages ate conveyedby advertisinf'~i11lages- firstly, denoted messages,
inwhich the scene represented is identified; secondly, connoted messages, abs~tact ideas with which
the scene is associated; and thirdly. linguistic messages, made up of the text in and around the image.
This both draws attention to certain elements of the in1~lgeby naming them and also fixes the
associations which the creators of the advertisement wish to make.
In, the same way, buildings convey a denoted message - they can be identifielY~~literal functional
terms; however, already constituted as signs in this way, tlle:ymay connote a range of socio-cultural
values. Both levels of meaning can be described in language, which, while technically constituting a
metalanguage, is itself caught up in rhetorical processes. .
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Figure 8:
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Metaphor combines on the basis of resemblance e.g. "bottleneck", while
metonymy selects on the basis of contiguity e.g, "the Crown" (for the
King/Queen).
If we remember Jakobson's distinction, we shall understand that
any metaphoric series is a syntagmatised paradigm, and any
metonymy is a syntagm which is frozen and absorbed in a
system; in metaphor, selection becomes contiguity, and in
metonymy, contiguitybecomes a field to select from.It therefore
seems that on the frontiers of the two planes that creation has
a chance to occur.
(Barthes 1967:8R)
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Poetic operations literally misuse language. They are not to be confused with
paradigm and syntagm, Rather they ate an affront to linguistic reason.
This model is used by Gandelsonas (1972) in his analysis of M"u::haelGraves' wo'*; a text
which, in my opinion, is one of his most significaM (slflf}Jp:36-38).
Jakobson.speass of discourses of a metaphoric and metonymic type, in which
one or other model predominates (see Barthes 1967:60). For instance, the
works of Romanticism, Symbolism or Surrealist painting are predominantly
metaphoric, while Realist writing and tl·'1 heroic epics are metonymic. Within
this classification, Agrest and Gandelsonas align architecture with
metaphoric model.
3. TEL QUEL (1960-1971)
The semiotie model developed by Agrest and Gandelsonas for architecture
closely parallels the' model developed 'by those affiliated to the journal Tel
Quel for literature'; While many aspects of the Tel Quel project are adopted
by Agrest and Gandelsonas, the two most pertinent are contained in the
concepts of a "science of the signifier" (Barthes 1977: 167) and "textuality" (Tel
\:iuel 1968:7). In these, metaphor is conceived of as a process whereby
language, and hence meaning is transformed.
(i} A SCIENCe OF THE SIGNIFIER
\
Tel O'.1el'spolemi .. \,: ~t?ected against representational realism in literature,
which uses langu~:g~\;as~ "set of signs which represent a world outside, itself'
r' . '.
(Van Zyl 1988:3(7). In it, writing submits to the referential function of
language, In Tel Ouel'li view, this compromises, in the interests of
communication, the systematic principle established by de Saussure. The
3 Tel Quel was journal published in France in the 19605 and 1970s. During the 25 yearf.cof its publication, it
covered a wide range of concerns, from the literl!' y to the political, and was instramenral in launching a number
of experimental writings. WriterG such as Pleyt~ct, Baudry and Ponge, as well as theorists such as Barthes,
Foucault, Sollers and Kristeva contributed to the journal. It has since been replaced by the journal Infini.
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(( autonomy of language as a system is undermined, The function of literature
\ should, ill 'reI Ouers view, he to investigate language as an-;uton0I110llS,
~:referential system',
'v
,\";
In this neo-formalism, signs no longer refer to a world r.mtsideof the .sj'§tem
I( -. c,~
of signification (the system is that to which they refer). Literary ~riicticeis
located prior to the production of sense, in the "scene of the Ibefm~{se~:: _.
production-of ..sense" (Laing 1978:100).In this way,the de Sat/~"\.hn p~~t,!clple
\\
of value was taken to its radical conclusion. ,
-!,~?
I.l~,
((-
Much of this formulation can be traced back to the work of Jakobson,
tt;;:?
outlined in the previous section, as developed by Lacan in his paper /~The
insistence of the letter in the unconscious" (1970). In this paper, Lacan
proposes that the st:ructure of language which exists prior to an individual's
entry into it, is the structure of the signifier, which is always at work in the
construction of meaning. Its structure is an unconscious one, whose laws are
those of metaphor and metonymy, By this, Lacan means the superimpositlsn
of signifierswhich occurs in metaphor, and the veering off of l,neaningwhich
occurs in metonymy.In metaphor, any two signifiers can b~ conjugated, except
for the additional requirement of the greatest possible disparity of the images
signified; inmetonymy, a signifyingpart is taken for a whole, involving the
displacement of meaning from one to another. Even in literal, information
bearing language, these two laws operate, if unconsciously. Lacan refers to
them as "the two slopes of incide:t:t.:~of the signifier on the signified"
(1970:119).
By means of these two principles, Tel Quel carried out its .inve§tigationof the
signifier and the infinit~ deferment of the signified, in a fomi of experimental
writing known as "ec:riture'l(see below).
4 Tel Quei'ItProject echoes the theories of the Russian formalists, whom they were responsible for making
a~fule 'inFrance.
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Lacan (1970) relater' H:t,;;selaws of th~!signifier to the
I~:
operations of dream
work, The same structure, says Lacaa, persists in the dream as that through
{_',..' ." '. . -.;
which the signifier is analysed and firticulated. Dreams function.,by.dist~~ion.
() -;~"\-'."
of COD(ivi~satlon
\ -'1
"
In them signifies slide under signlflers, according to the laws
,.;/~"
(metaphor) and· ,gisplacemellt (l'iiletonym.y).
In Agre.st,tlfltl Gandelsonas reading of it, eleil'umis 0/ tJze cii.y ~ Junttfi;¥s as a
die,f"m..~;' luwe importance only US slgnijiers,'w be acted Oil by '7l1u:OllSdoz:s"procisses' /;
\r ,',. . ,_, .,
in a recu1ingwhich reveals lheir."latent contem":
(ii) Textuality
Tel, Ouel's literary practice took the form of ~ kind of 'writing known as
tte~rituretl,involving a non-expressive, non- representational experimentation
',_:" .' ('i',
with language. Instead of representing theworld outside of writing, eeriture
operated within a "fold interior to language" (Carusi 1987:56). It aimed to
/ ., ,)
offer -no positive knowl~dge, but rather to critique representations.
o
, - •... '. ',\
Ecriture was "textual" practice which ardeulated the functioning of the "text"
within it. This notion 'of "text" was de~cribed py Foucault (1968) as:
I~'j , .) .
the form of.a discursive articulation, functioning ':Mthin ea,cp..><>,
work as well as, from one to t,'Uother, (in a)' relation /p£
isomorphism. Isomorphism in the space of literary language cl~!~S
not imply a ".ls10n of the world ....but rather is the f.orm of a fold
interior to language.
(Carusi 1987,56)
II (,,\ -'
S ~. , ,-,.. ',I \j . cJ
Ecriture prod~r.:ed a crisis .:l readability, brought on by the criti~~u~of. tb~ forms of exchange undedyirlg
reprp,5entatioq.. Here a parallel with Marx's critique of politieal (hmomy );oMproposed. The word as a
communicational eni.it)' was argued to be structured along the same lines as the commodity, the form orj
exchange in capltalist soclety; A critique of exchange in representation underlay the political conunitment"of
1'~;Ouel, Thfll',¢tlque was. operated by the "text" of ecriture. .
I. .. ))
II
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The notion of "text" describes the irreducible infiltration of a text by previeus
texts in an "fntertextual' articulation. The text has no grammar, but, inBarthes
':1 ')
words (1977:160), is "woven entirely with dt~tions, references, echoes,
cultural languages '" which cut across it In a vruit sfereoph~n~~
(j ,~~~/)
The more radical of Tel Quel's followers claim that this condition underlies
every sign and every reality:
The sign, as such is constituted as originally intertextual. Because
prior texts reside in present texts ~that is, in their signiflers ~no
text is ever fully self-present, self- contained or self-sufficient: no
text is,!closed, total or unified. The forces of intertextuality ...
fund~lnental1y infiltrate the operations of the sign, disallowing
any nntion of pure or nonintertextual temraliiy,
(Leitch 1983:98)
Of importance to note is that the destruction of metalanguage or theory
(language about language) is implicit in the notion of the text. Textual activi.ty
i'l
constitutes its own theory, by demonstrating it~
"Ecriture as a specific mode of production is itself a science of
theoretical ..-ractice which coexists with scriptural practice. In
order for it not to be subsumed under ideology, ecriture must be
maintained strictly within the borders of its own
scriptural/theoretical practice, that is, it must elaborate itself as
the 'science' of its ow.q.system of functioning ...It Implies the
complete . overturning and undermining of this concept
(literature), and of its very status as an .object which may be
grasped as the object of another discourse.
(Carusi 1987:54)
.Drawmg on Tel Qye/' Agtest a."Ul GandclsolUlS applJ the notions ol"lext" and "j.ll.(Crtext,r
to the language oj (l1r;hitectute.Archffte;;,'Ureis taken to be textual in that itS snu;tice
0,
involves the production of a buill text traVersed by previous built texts and l¥,chitet,\~l1'Iil
discourses, which it rewrites and is vsiuen by (Agrest and Gtmdelsotlos'· ,l!J80:34).
Arr:hitecturoi texis are always patt Of €I larger set 01 texts with which they are designed to
engage ~ dialogue (Agrest and GaruJe'lsofW.s1980:35).
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As wi1l be i\fgen, the consideration. of archite~ as teJ;t, and itS practice (as
0 .. _--' .. '.
writing affects the ,.elations~fP between th.e theory and praaice olarchitectUre.
The boundaries thdt .separate criticism [rom practf5e (Ue reduced. The traditional
o
ditkal statu« given to theory becomes C?peJ'atiVein design itself· design if a
process of critically evaluating and transfonning existingclexts..
To sum up:
Agrest and GmuJefsolllJSdraw on a numberofideas of metaphor in their analysis
and production 0/ arch.iJecture:
1. Metaphor is connotation; the secoruJarymetmings connoted by built fann.
It.c;structure can be analy~·ed.
2. Me~aphor enables existing codes of architecture to be trlllU/ormed. Its
operations can' be analysed.
3. ).\f"etaphor is an UllCortSa"ou:;;::process, a:~, wMch operates in tire
.conaruaion of meaning prior to ~~sbeing established in a particular code.
This process transgresses eyIsting (lodes of practice and can be' activated
\\to traps/orm them.
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4. AGREST AND GANDELSONAS' 'SEMIOTIC
c.
MODEL FOR ARCHITECTURE
Agrest and Gandelsonas' projc'r;t is an attempt to explain the production of
meaning in architecture, on the basis of the premises of structural linguistics
previously outlined. Itaims to produce knowledge .ofarchitecture as a system
of signs.
The architecture they examine does not conform to a traditional definition.
Instead of a few buildings normatively defined as architectural by institutional
rules, Agrest and Gandelsonas adopt Eco's definition of architecture (1968)
as the whole man-made environment (see Agrest and Gandelsonas 1977:97).
In their examination of this system, Agrest and Gandelsonas make an initial
distinction between functional meaning and other meanings. Gandelsonas
(1972:72) proposes that function is the primary or denoted meaning of built
form. It is the most .direct, broadly understood meaning of the built
environment, representing the capacity of form to signify its own function. In
this sense, it is a message without a code, understood in a direct relation to
its referent.
Nevertheless, while the 'functional message associated with a form might be
uncoded, it might convey very different meanings in dIfferent contexts (see
Gandelsonas 1975AS). As argued by Barthes (1967:42), the possibility of an
absolutely denoting ;';(object~messageis no longer possible. Function can only
be understood within a context which cannot be explained hy simple function
alone, Use isjnevitably semantieised; This means that it be:GPwesintelligible
\\ .
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in relation to the other terms of a socially constructed system of meaning':
The examination of this sign system requires an initial methodological
separation or traditional architecture (buildings, graphic representations and
writings) and the built environment at large.
1. MEA$NG OF ARCHITECTURE
(i) CODES
The architectural sysn.m is governed, i~lGandelsonas' view (1975:45) by the
construction of codes .Qf meaning in which different materials .or substances
are combined.
A. code, it will be remembered (Jakobsen 1962) is a selection of certain fixed
combinations of' an the units of which ~ language could possibly be comprised.
In architecture, codes define the relationships between
a) physical or geometric cate gories i.e. between different formal shapes
and
b) physical or geometric categories and other cultural categories, which
might be economic, sociological, political, psychological, aesthetic, or
technical etc.
They bring these together in a systematic relationship of signs and meanings.
-,------"""'""'-~--
1 Barthes (1967:41) remarks that ohjects ofc'leryday use, while !'lot being essentially significatory, are inevitably
used by society in a derivative way, to srgni!Ysomething. Non-slgnlflcatory objects are virtually inconceivable,
Barthes (1967:42) suggests that to discover a non-signlfying object, one would have to imagine one which bore
no similarity to an existing model whatsoever. Even if the meaning of an object corresponds to its use, this
is not to be mistaken as of the order of denotation, but rather corresponds to a "(disguised) semantic
institutionalisation" (Barthes 1967:41) • the meaning is caught Up in connotative structures in which it is
overdetermined by additional cultural values,
However, as in all fUll¢!:ionally based symbolic systems, this signification of use plays a crucial. role. It
constitutes the articulation point of an abstract system of values and a nature, Barthes (1983:217) suggests that
its consequence is an "ethics of signification". The ethical underpinnings of functionalism in arl:lutecture lie
here.
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Taking a section fronf'\Rne such ~gde, Alberti's Ten Books Qno Ar~1!itecture
(XII:l:17) (1955), Gand\~fs~~as(1975) analyses the way it constructs meaning G
with respect 1,0 apertures (fig\: c
\1 ~ _
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Figure 9: Analysis of Alberti's Code for Apertures in Buildings
(after Gandelsonas 1975)
Gandelsonas breaks the text down into its component' units, .each. of which is
represented in-the above diagram. Each of these represents a signifying unit
Q ~
in Alberti's code, establishing a specific relationship between physical
categories and socio-cultural. categories.
\.,
Subsequent architectural codes saw the legitimation of certain combinations
exc1gded from the Albertian code ego6 (the glass door) (fig.l0). Thi~capacity
£01' change of codes in the ~rchit~ctural :system is ni~de po~sible bY/,'1ht?:, ()
arbitrariness of the relationship between sfgnifierand signified in its signi~.ir:·
units.
o
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Figure 10: The Glass Door in relation to Alberti's Code, for
Apertures
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Transforniations of a code involves metaphoric operations inthe sense defined
by Jakobsen described in the previous chapter; They involve an "incorrect"
association of form and form or form and meaning in relation to an existing
code.
Gandelsonas'}(1972) discusses the work of Michael Graves in this light.
Graves, in for example his Hanselman House (19~7) (fig.il) ~uxtaposes
architectonic elements and ideas, which, according 'to existing codes, are, 0
mutually exclusive. ,,'
\\
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Figure 11: Hanselman House (Michael Graves)
{I
For example, Graves superimposes an idealised plan of th~ ;;lllilqingonto an
interior wall of the house, thus neutralising the traditior"~1'~f'~:'~ditio~between
plan and elevation, the architects line of visionwhen making the plan and the
users line of vision when perceiving the w~l1(fig.12)
Similarly, in ,his treatment of the entrance to the house, a complete cubic
volume of the house has been removed and re-established as a separate
component of the building. The displaced volume extends the building's
section to the external facade, thus revealing certain internal aspects..,The
opposition between internal void arid private use and external solid and>})
public use, traditional in architecture, is hereby confounded (fig.13),
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Figure 12: Section, Hanselman House
Figure 13: Volumetric Displacement, Hanselman House
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ij~rthes (1983:204) refers to this process as "neutralisation". This describes the
tendency in connotative semiotic systems, across time, for previously,U . . . ...~
oppositional units of the s)"'item to be neutralised .under the sanction of a
single signifier or signified. So:
In the work of G~:aves, the architectonic orderis upset through
a particular use (hfmetaphor. Instead of eombining architectonic
ideas according to the traditional architectural rules, which
;prescribe the selection of one element from :l. pair II of
oppositions, he shows, through expressing both elements of the
opposition, the opposition itself.
(Gandelsonas 1972:74)
The codes of. the architectural system are manifested in normative writings
and written texts of architecture which fix meaning in an explicit written
discourse. Renaissance treatises such as the above, and subsequent theories
of architecture have normatively coded the relationships between built form
and meaning. Since the Renaissance (Agrest and Gandelsonas 1973a:260,
Gandelsonas 1975:45) when, simultaneous with the appearance of the
architect, came treatises and codifieations, these texts have established the.
institutional parameters of architectural practice. (Agrest and Gandelsonas
1973b:99).
While critical in establishing the parameters of architecture, however, words
have the effect of causing their own role to disappear (Agrest and
Gandelsonas1973a:270). Meaning appears to inhere in form in an unmediated
way. However, it is almost entirely arbitrary, and changes constantly, subject
to the neutralising tendencies of the system.
(ii) THE ARCHITEC11JRAL SIGN
According to Agrest and Gandelsonas, tlie architectural sign is made up of a
combination of signs of two or more signifying systems, one architectural, the
others non-architectural. In its establishment, the constituent signs are reduced,
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resulting in a coupling of an architectural element as a signifier to a signified
from a non-architectural system, expressed in natural language. (Agrest and
Gandel§qpai 1973a:264) (fig.14).
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Figure 14: The Architectural Sign (after Agrest and Gandelsonas
1973a)
This is argued to produce two exclusions - the architectural signified
(considered in formal terms) and the non-architectural signifier. As a result,
an architectural Signifierand a linguistic Signifiedare linked - a built element
becomes a metaphorfor an idea (Gandelsonas 1972:74).
r ; tl;~ame way, architecture enters into combination with a range of other
"-~-..----.._
cultural ;Yij::¢ms.A sign from a non-architectural system is linked to a sign
\_;"" '!I
from the architectural syiJem, as in the example illustrated above. In this way,
it transfers its meaning onto the architectural signifier.
This way o/representing the ilTChitti:turaIsign would be strongly contested by Barthe.$who,
in. his allalysis of the fasllion system, tPgtled that the different systems configured in tJwt
system are charac:terised by a disS)Yl1UnetJy(1983:29). Theil' signs ca;uwt ccmmunicate
directly with one another. Seen in this I£ght, the architectural system k~constnu:led tn a
motion of reo1lgnment belW~en its component systems. Ii
This cll/t only occur when it is articulated in language, as it is in architectural wriiiner.
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Here real built obJect:t (!J'e broken into their signf')1ng units. 1;) being ntl11U!d in ItmJl\~
This is what Barthe: cidls the "terminological rule" (1983:7). By means 0/ ('] /tF.~
ccnJirplhus materWl oj building, which has diffu:ulty in signifying with QnY te41precision,
is f.lIUiJysed. Ll:uJguage carves building into IJ lemwwlogkal system.
SYSTEM 2
TERNINOLOtJICAI. sYSTIif1
. $ t?0
$en)~~ncf) PI'f)PQsifion
The signs oj this terminological system, which denote instances UI tire real world, are then.
ccmbhred with associated meanin&r, in language, to J<Jtm the signs (if the system of meaning
which We call architect.ure. In this way real buildin&r are associilted with ideas in a systematic
way and the oJJstract value "arr:luiecture" is cOFlMted (fig.16).
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Figure 16: "'-the ArChi\)~ct\lral'!~ystl'$~p.
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Architectural sign\~hen, ar~comprised of built form and me~gs, mediated
by language. Howevel12;thisdoes not,9~cur, as in Agrest and Gandelsonas'
view, in a symmetrical relationship. but in-a staggered relationship of sy,steJIlS.
if\:",_
Hmting made this point. Agtest anq fJandelsonas',_construction of meaning in
Le Corbusier's Villa Savoye (1929..31)(fig.17) (Agrest and Gandelsonas
1977:107)'beco1ries difficylt to follow (fig.18).
'u
Figure 17: The Villa Savoye (Le Corbusier)
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Agrese~nd Gandelsonas argue that for this building to co~()te. the values
ship (S9.il,.\ 1~~bit~°movement, technology),;(~wo different signifflng systems,
that of dwelling and that of ocean liner have been Interrelated. By means of
a functional similarity betweeh the systems - both liner and house are forms
,1\
Meatrlng i.d~\tl1eVilla Savoye"(Agrest 1976)
-1',"" . -_- -'" '.'
"
of habitation ", a "metaphoric" relation is s~t up between the elements of
"house" and values associated with "ship",
I would contest th~sanalysis, and. construct the metaphor thus (fig.19):
(J
Terminologically speakifig,! tb~~,buildingrepresents a paradox -.,.a building for
land and sea, I~neutralises ~e RreroUS opposition between two signifieds and
enables the values of both to be connoted. We are not d~ating!iwith a
straightforward relation between the elem~nts of a house and the values of
ocean liners,J15ut rather with a building which, on the level of experience, is
;;'i
both houseand ship at the same time, connoting the values of both.
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Ii
AND & SEA
Figure 19: A Building for Land and Sea
It establishes relationships at)d associations other than those traditionally
expected of a house - is beiog; in tbis b1,liluing like being in a house or on a
ship? The elements of the building (the signifiers of the system), by their very \~
\
arrangement, suggest both. Simply by having been on ~mocean liner, someone
',' \
experiencing the building would have access to its metaphoric content
,...\
:'l,~, LIMITS TO THE SYr.';TEM
Agrest and Gandelsonas suggest that the possibilities of the architectural
system are Ihp1trd by four factors: technolo8Y, function; formal codes or-: l )
conventions arm-language.
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(a) '.fechiwlogy anti Fiir!ctid~
Technology and function are properties of buildings which set/limits to the
architectural system (Agrest ~nd GandelsoP_~'c-,,"14(f1;101).This refers to the
fact that" the conditjons which govern building (structural and functional
'. ;~\\
necessity) set ncJ:n ..al't~1Irarylimits. Building does riQt yield purely differential
terms,fot architecture as sound does for language. Architecture's terms ate
delermined'ln telation to the pre .....semiotic limits of gravity and rise.
(b) Formal Codes "
In addition to functional and structural requirements, the architectural system
is further limited byformal architectural codes and convent~ons.These include
those whi:ch are specific, to design (graphic cedes), those which are shared oy
a nnmber of cultural systems (i.e. spati[,l'and iconic codes) and those which,
'~hile crucial to another cultural system Ieg, rhythm in music) participate.in
\'
architectural code formation.
(e) Language
In the last instance, as has been suggested, language sets the limit to the
architectural system. Through itp building is carved into a syntagm capable of
being systematically articulated. In many instances, the .signifying units of the
architectural system correspondto units of building (window, WaUetc.) but in
many instances they do not (a brick could hardly be taken to be a signifying
unit for instance). Only certain terms in the archtt; ...tural system have a
technological base. Others exist purely to distinguish one signifying unit of the
system from another e.g. balustrade, handrail, balcony etc, Language
translates technological facts in.td signifyn~gpossibilities.
These four limits to the architectural system ..technological, functiona], formal
and linguistic- are challenged by Agrest and Gandelsonas. They see them as
having come about in historical circumstances which necessitated the closure
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of architectur~iii' an instit1itional practice and asystem ol meaning (1980:37).1
Through their reading of semiotic theory, they see the pOssibility of exploring
\\
an architecture rg)t limited by its current teleology.
They Iocate th~ architectural system in a broader physical and semiotic
context p the built environment at large. It becomes merely one of many
different cultural systems configuring tqe built environment. The "intertextual
relationships" oet'Y~'enthese systems results in an opacity or non..reductiveness
of meaning, (A:grestand Ga .d~lsonas1973a:267), which, for them, challenges
the traditronal formation of architectural objects.
2. MEANING IN THE BlHLT ENViRONMENT
!
.'1
'I
1/ (i) BUILT ENVIRONMENT AS TEXI'
Agn)st and Gandelsonas (1971:112) apply the notion of "text" to the built
~nv1ronment at large. FOf them, it is a complex social text which
si!:I!tultaneouslyconfigures a multiplicity 'hf signifying systems. It has no single
p'(oducer, nor is it an established rhetorical system within a defined
institutipnal framework. Instead, it comprises a multiciplicity of discourses
.which L~\iss~crossone another in a heterogeneous significatory process.
f~
It is therefore not possible to analyse the built environment in the same way
as one would a single cultural system such as architecture, for its signiflers are
caught up in many different systems simultaneously, Agrest and Gandelsonas
devise a technique for its analysis which differs radically from their analysis
of architecture. This involves a pr'dcess of "productive reading",
(\
(it) c. NON~DESIGN AND PRODUC11VE READING
The logic of the urban realm as a signifying system is termed "non-design" by
Agrest and Gandelsonas (1977:11.1).Non-design is a system which violates
the internal logic of separate systems and inscribes meaning in a highly
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indeterminate way (Agrest and GandeIsona$_19~O:37,1977:111).
, ) ,,~
It posesjhe problem of meaning as the "intersection of codes" (Agrest and
1,(
Gandefsonas 1977:113) or "signifying chaining" ~rest 1976:59) .. how does;;/ '._)
one analyse the process bywhich meaning is ip.!:~ribedwhen it is not singular,
but complex and dynamic?
"
"Productive reading" is the technique proposed by Agrest at&t Gandelsonas
>\
(It}77:113)\to examine this systert1.A productive reading is an interpretation
of the built environment which does not decipher meaning, but cuts through
it, retracing the mechanisms by which that meaning was produced.
The built environment as the object of reading is a set of fragments or "units
of reading" articulating a number of systems. (Agrest 19"16:59). Beginning frd1Ji
a signifier of departure in such a unit, the various systems in which it is
articulated are read. The reading traverses the ch~Jn of signifiers of one such
system, until one of them becomes another signifier of departure, opening the
reading towards another system. These signiflers which open to other systems
are called "shifterslt2 (Agrest and Gandelsonas 1977:115). "Theyallow meaning
to be displaced from one system to another, making the production of
dlfferent readings of the buir~ environment poss~ple (Agrest and Gandelsonas
" ;
1977:116)3
2 This notion of ~he shifter ill adopted from Jakobsen (19517)and Barthes (1983), where it is.used to
explain the pomt of connection between a coded and an uncoded level ,"J signification; "the clearest,
example of the shifter is the personal pronoun. 'I' means the person uttering '1'. Thus on the one
hand, the sign 'I' cannot represent its object without being associated with the latter by a convennonul
rule ... Consequently,. '1' is a symbol. On the other hand, the sign '1' cannot represent its object
without being in an existential relation "lith this ob~ect; the word 'I' designating the utterer is
existentially related to his utterance, and hence functioJis as an index" (Jakobsor, 1957:2), Agrest and
Gandelsonas' use of this notion diverges Significantly from its original formulation in that they defme
the shifter as th~ point of articulation of two coded systetr,s.
3 '.QUs is seen by Agrest and GMdelsonas as of major signpicance for architectural practice; "The
Inodern movement's critique of class~c.'lilanguage falls shott of the idea of unity which this language
presupposes. It is this fallure which causes the moderrl movement to misrecognise· the radical
heterogeneity which characterises the logi.:: of th.'l urb1\rI. order. And accountS f\ll' the lack of
the~reticul and iconic development, for the impasse at wi~ich the second third of this century ftnd!i
itself',\(Agrest and Gandelsonas 1980:37). ,.
d
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For instance, in the following example, ~ street cafe.is linked to theatre by
virtue of its physical configuration. This produces a number of readings which
traverse gestural systems, systems of ritual, the system of cafes, of public
places, and of streets. The initial fragIfent of the city observed is thus shown
(,
to b~ldense with meaning (figs.20~22).
o
Tlle ..reading "decondenses" the signifiers of the built environment (Agrest and
Gandeisonas 1977:115). It functions by means of the operations of metaphor
and It1eton~r~, (~J;st and Gandelsonas 1973a:269). the shifters of a
productive r~a~t.tfg function as condensers, allowing for exchange between
systems. Metonymy displaces a reading down the chain of signifiers of a
single system. These operations are not concerned with fixing mf.aniiig, tut
with the linking of signifiers,
They are to be distinguished from the operations of the architecturalsystem,
",hich not only' open, but also close meaning, reducing it to a single
"metaphoric" signified. In non-design, metaphor and metonymy operate "as
expansive forces, similar to the condensation and displacement of the dre~~
work. They produce a passage from the manifest to the latent level of the
built environment, considered as a dream (Agrest ~nd Gandelsonas 1977:115).
This expansive procedure explodes the unity of the built environment when
seen from one particular cultural perspective, dissolving it Into a broad
network of meaning. An urban system can no longer be read as an Isolated
sign on the basis of an autonomous code. Rather,
its meaning is dispersed along the chains of its relations. Its
mise-en-sequences, the linear-relations of its sequential visions
are violated by other relations which are independent of 'the
syntagmatio logic,"
(Agrest and Gandelsonas 1980:37)
4 In many ways, this process resembles that adopted by Barthes (1970) in his rending of SnlTllziire;
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The Productlve Readillg sirs is geltera!a! not only ut th» tisl!ullevel but ulso at lite
TIte oufdoor part 0/ the "cafe-terrace" establishes Nte rela- ieeel oJ language in. action: NlUt is, discourse,
tionship £!!Bf~ and i8 organized in terms of the oppoei-
tion. sidell:!!!" as l1gssaqe or eirculatian/sidewglk a.. ca.(e;
another element ilt the sidetcalk·circlIlatidlt is introduced;
people lillk the first 0ppoiJitiou u:ith tile secbnd one. Some
people wlllk ill the sidewalkl~treet; .some people sit iu tile
sidewalklca/e, People are distributed ill a jield oj' objects
thu! may be distinguislled as abjec13[orllse aud objects/or Gesture:
backgroMd. Bllildings are objects ana f~LUlell: the back- aP:sticulu.lin§ !ies fonn. a chain. lviift clothes as (1 se~o!!..l
-Olllld is a contilllwus fa~ade; tirefa~ade of the cafe stands ski.L, tegului. the gestures of 'fashion. which piay a rolli
.1~ a mediaiillg element which because of its trlluspar- ill the marking alia.: disguising of se;:: differences. Cafe, the
ency cre:Ites a relationship betweeu the exterior cafe or domaill of melt, is incorporatea il~ the city all theater,
cafelstree: alid the intericr caie, The interior cafe repeats articulated lvith fashion; the domain of women, as cos-
the same oppositiolls ~t,ceelt peoplefobjects alia back- !m.,e, Tile two together transjimn the Vi~lL(!! codes. whicll
groundlmirrors, widelL themselues now become mediators link cafelmasculinity alldfashion!fcmillinily, thereby eon-
cetlcem uteriol' alia interior i.,a rl!fiectio.~ iI, which ob- Jounding them,
je~t8, sidetcalk, people, street, and il!lerior space are
SlIperintpos~d ••••
DiscolLrse withil~ the "theater" i., f.-agllrented, dispersed
among varioll8 acton; and spectators, artictLlating itself
1L-iiflOllteither dominating or subordinating, willt 1I1ebody
in actioll, with the gestlll"e.
TMge~{l.Lr" is not only tllllt of a static pose, but lIle IJIlllti-
ii~ei! ges ••~-e of the body ill movemmt, engaged. in entries
The seats, which are di3tribnfcd in rows alld iu IV!;ic1£ and exits fron: the scens.
people are clustered, resembles a pit. This S1Lb~iitll.tiGIt
produces e point of depart.tTe,frQln cafe/street ro caJelpit.
Cat; seats X Pit seats
Pit seats X"lieater
Background piane caw x Bacl'ground plane seen"
Background plane scene T!leater -
;, readings may be prpdlLced:
The Gaze: •
Tile gazt frtnn. the ~fe as pif trallsfonus a!e .street into a
8Cene and sweeps through tlLec(ldes lioUt of the c(J.feand the
theater. Coaes orgallize the gaze: the people from: whom anci
to whom they are directed-Obsm:er/Obseroed; the places
from where and to !chere they are d.irecied.-Pl!blicIPri~'Clle;
the desire Ichicl:. generuies :lzem-Voyeurisl11/E~hibi.
lionum. J" their interrelation, places cOlljiglLrafe lIIe (laze:
frontal-ooliq1le-8ideviell1. Scclre and pi~ are crwjil1;ea in a
general scene and desire we 3troctuTed altd
articulated il~the
Discourse alia gesture cOnjigurate tile sClme; 711eamvhiie,
time and volume perforate the pla.w of Mcoratjou and
confi!J1Lrai;ethe space.
The scene in the streets:
The scone iu the streets is ill tllm the e:.:plosiOll of tile
cafe/theater.
The street as a scene of seenes:
The street as a scene of scenes ill tlLm projects illto tile ~(ife,
opening it up to neio paradignllJ and their codes.
'!'he system of cafes;
Eacl£ cafe. is Ilot a cafe in itself but is part. of a system of
cafes, whick speaks oJ its hiJ;tory, of its ori'gills, of ils
trausfonllation.s, tlUI8 establishing the paradigm of tile
ca)~-
The system of the fragments of pu"lic places:
The cafe belollgs Co the "l of streets,
::$ not _7C : .• _I,r.,
juxtaposed but also textMlCy jll.:t:taposed. This trallsfoMlls
these places ill[o compte» entities: caje-<lquare,· cafe-
market, cafe-8treet, The street is h'a'lsformed illlo a l1eu1
poillt of departure -,We are agail~i., lite street, but .Wlq the
street is a scene,
Street:
A scene in movement, Tile street is the scene of stnlggte, of
cOllsumption, the scene of scenes; it is illfinitely continll-
ous, tmlimited ill tile motion of objects, of gazes, offl~s-
tures_
It is the scene of history.
It is a scene, but it is also 1I;llat is behind the scene, what is
1IOtseen, or not allowed to o!seen, W!IP-;' lchat is beltilld the
scene is SIlOWII, it produces a demystlfyill!] effect, like that
of e~osing lIle reasons for the split betlceC'1 illdividtta£ and
SOci\lt; bi:tweelt FliL'lIie and pliblic •.
The fa~a!les/rame the ~freel. TltcyJILllctiolt aG scellery or
decoratiOl! alld cOlllrol the demystlfyillg effect, The deeorll-
!iOl£ may cr may riot corresp01ld to the c(lllien! of repre-
SClltatiol!. This accentlla,tes its 'llask-like charucter.
People as decorations
)i'ashiOlltrausfOM1lS people illto objects, linking street-and
theater throllgh oIlS aspect of tlleir commOI! ritllalllatllre,
IUi;uals;
People meetu! comers, peop(e prol1lelltzte, defining a ritual
spcu:e, participating i'Heremollies, alia •• , •
'Tj..... ,
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'I'he Productive Reading sire is generated IIOt oltly at 1/10 visU(111evel but also at lhl!
7'lte !llIldoOI'part 0/ tlte ':caffi-tllrrace" establishes the tela- let'el o/langllaf}~ ilL actioll: tlll!t is, discollrsc,
tiollllhip mI!1/street Md is otuall~ed ill tenus o/the opposi.
tion :1iit.Wlll1, 09 1l(18sa'l~01' cm:lIl(1.lio!!/sideIV(!lk a,'1cafe;
another elemont in the sidewalk-circulalidn i3 introduced;
people lillk tlie fil'st oppositiollwitil th« aedmd on6, SOlll6
peoplll walk ill tlie sidew(1lklshwt:,some reople sit ill tile
aidewnlklea/e, People arc distributed ill a jield 0/ objects
that may be distingtlishcd a3 objcc/s/or use alld objects/ol' Gesture:
bar.kgrow:d. Buildillgs. arc objects alld /a~adea; the back. Ge8licutr;.II> .form a cllail! IlIith clothcs as a scc01ld
~"Ot:Jld ip. a cOlltinlloll$/a~acle,'lIlc/a~adg oftlto cafe 3tands 8{'/ltl regl,! 'te gcshll'Cs ol/a.shiOll which pla!! a role
,t (18 a mediatillg clemellt which b~call8fJolits Iransl,ar- ilt lite mal'/wlli ulld disgllis/ltf} a/sox diffemlc~s. Ca/e, lite
ellcy creates a relatiollship betwaclI tile exter"· crife or domai" at mOil, is i!ICOrpol'atcd in the city a,~ theater,
cafe/street alld tho illterior cafe, rho illterior caJ~ repeats articu/(!!cd ~Qith/ashioll, lite domai!t 1;« wOn!en, as cos-
the sallie oppositions betwcen people/objects alld buck· tllllle, flto t,VO t09ctlter lI'111u</ol'm the l)i~"al codes, whiclt
gl'oulld/mil'Tora, wltich themselves 11010 become mediators link cafe/muscu/illilll alld/ashioll/fcmitliltily, therebye(m-
bellt'Cel1 exterior and illieriol' il~ a rll/leclioll ill which Db- /olmdillg tllelll.
jec!s, sideWalk, people, stl'e6t, aM illterior spaco are
s!lperimpused ••••
;i)iscollrso with.11I IIle "theater' i,~/l'af}lII~l!tet), di$l'~rsed
a!llollg 1Jariol(fJ actors alit) spectlltors, arliclli(1ting itnel/
wilholtt cUher-idumillating or SUQOnlillatillg, willI the oot)1/
ill (lcliolt, WIUI tlte gcetlll'e.
The geslllrc is 110t 01l1y that of a static pose, bllt tllO lIIulti·
j.>licdgOstllrc cf th« bo((y ilL movtmelll, ell{.l«gcd il~ IJnll'ioa
(ind exits /rO!lt the scelle.The Bellis. wMch are disCribltlcd ill rows and ilt which
people are clustered, resembles a pit, 7'his sltQslitrtticlII
prodllces a poillt o/eieparture,/rollL cafe/street to cafe/pit,
CafJ scats X Pit scats
Pit seats Theater
DiscollrSe Md gestllre conjig'!wata the scone: meanwhile,
time curd lIolllllle per/orate IIU1 plane of dccol'Clli,m alld
cOI!/igllluta 11111 spec»,
The scene In the streets;
The SCOlts ill lite streets is ill tum tM explosion 0/ tile
cafcltltcater.
The street as a scene of scenes:
rite street as a scelle o/scelllil1 ill tllm. project$ illlQ ti,l) calc,
openillg it up to flciu paradigms and IMir eodo»,
The system of cafes:
Each cafe is not a c(1.foill itJell bllt is part 0/ (1. system of
cafes, widelL speaks of its history. 0/ its origil18, 0/ ils
trCllIll!cml!(lUolI$, thus eslab/ishillg ti,e paradigll' of tlte
cafe.
The syatem of the Iragments of public places:
Tltd cafe belollgs to th« paradigm 0/ streels, plazo»,
each is Itot QlIly pllysically
jllx!a/josed but also tcxtl1all!/ juxtaposed. 7'11lstralls/orlllS
tilese places illto c:llllple;c entities: cafs-Ilqllal'tI, ca/e-
markel, cafe-/itreet. The street iu tl'alls[Ql'med inlo a nDW
poi!tt of d~pal'hlro. ,We are again ililile street, bitt now tile
Btre~t is a seeM.
Street:
/1 scene ill movement. Th» slrcet is the scellD 0/ sl111g0le, 0/
CO'lsWllptioll, tlie 8celle a/scenes; it is il!/illi:e1!f'toltlilllt·
ous, 1tlllimited i,l tn« motion of objects, 0/ gazes, olq~s-
tllres,
It i~ti,e scene Qt history.
It is a sr.dlle, bllt it is also wllat is behind the scene, what is
not seem, or lIot allowed Iq be seCII. Wlten wltat is behind the
scene is ShOWII, it produces a .dclll!/sli/yillg effect, like tlcat
, o/c;rposillg th« rcasolls/or tho split bt\hveCIIindividual alld
~oeilll; betwcen plit'Clili a!ld plt'bUe. :'
The fn~lIt1cs[nun« th» street,. Tltey /Im¢tiol~ as $ 6l1el'y or
dccol'atioll alld ((llltrot ti,e demystify ill£( ~/fect, li:c decora-
tioll may 01' mag lIot con'esPQlld to th« ~(mlellt of repre-
sl))lla!iO!1oThis accentuales itll !lIllsk-likt C,llarue/cr.
People as deccratlon;
Fashioliltalls/orms people inlo r)biecls, linking etrect'alld
tltcate,' throllgh aile .aspect 0/ their COIIIIIIIIII litual lHlhlre.
Rituals:
People meet al. COrllel'S,people prollle!la~e, defining a ritlml
Space, parti-"pating ilt cClemOllic$, alld ••••
Baclq/l <llIlIdplalle cn{l1 X Bnckground plane scene
Dnc~ground plane scene Theater ,
j, readitrgs 1IIall be llroduccd:
The Gnze: ,
rite gaze from lito cafe as pit trallsforms tllil straet illto a
Bcene alld 8wee,ltS tltrollgil 1116codes bolll 0/1116cafe cilld lhe
t1te(li~r. Codes {Jrgalliz. the gaze: IIle people/rom wham alld
to IIIholil they arc dirocied-Obsllrvel'lObserved: !lId placeu
/rollllVhcre alld 10wltere tits!! UTe dil'lteted-PllblicfPlivatc;
tho desire lUh;ch YBllel'a!es thcm-VoymuisIllIEx/!ibi.
ti(mislll,l!ltltei" iltlemlaUolI, pIc, 'e~ tOlljiVllralo Ilta glUe:
[I'olltal.-{}bliqIl8-{)idevierv. SCCIIOalld pit ,m 'ol!litsed ill a
gellllrnl scene gaze alld desire aro st1'llclltred (!lid
arlicllialell TIlt!
';1
J
I
1
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Figure 21: Cafe as Theatre
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Figure21: Cafe as Theatre
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Figure 22: Cafe as Film
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NOi>design orders, permutes and displaces social (\'9des~As it inscribes culture
\( ,
in matter, Itit does not realise a work or-a product with one. single or overall
meaning, but maintains the multivalence and dialectic of meaning in society"
(Agrest and Gandelsonas 1973a:267). \\This dialectic is the result or
generalised cultural processes, rather than t~.b prescriptions of a particular
institutional practice (Agrest 1978:219). Where design hides it, non-design
leaves the exchange of meaning in an open ..ended state.
3 NON ..DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
The procedures of non-design are adopted by Agrest and Gandelsonas as a
strategy for dissolving the limits of architecture. This involves the disruption
of existing architectural and urban typologies along the lines of a productive
rei ding.
I
Kurt Forster (1984:42) called this process Iftypological dislocation" or chaining.
Elements of built typologiesf are selected and then shifted and recast to
produce open-ended and indeterminate readings. The process is terminated
when the original fragments are no longer recognisable, when the memory of
the past is lost (Agrest and Gandelsonas 1980:38). The type has been opened
up, unfinished (Agrest and G\hh(.h~lsonas1983:37).
II
Two e;tn'tllp~eR"ofthis approach are worthy of examination:
-: '\ '.1 ...t '>
1\
'/i) A HOUSING PROPOSAL FOR THE FRENCH MINISTER OF
i/
HOUSING (1975) (fig.23)
In this project, Agrest and Gandelsonas, In collaboration with Rudolfo
Michado and Jorge Silvetti developed a housing system capable of adjustment
to a variety of urban sites.
Design was explored as a process of reading. of selection, combination and
transformation of forms and meaning. It was based on the noti9n of type. A
Figure 26: Urban Fragments Building 1 (Agrest and Gandelsonas
1984)
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Figure 27: Front and BackFacad~si Urban Fragments Building 1
(Agrest and Gandelsonas 1984)
The front lower building, is a solid palazzo type, punctured with windows and
an arcade at its base. A three storied porch marks its entrance. The second
building is at taller modernist slab type with curtain wall.and strip windows.
The two buildings are separated by a courtyard and connected by a sequence
of elements in the public space which traverses it:from front to back (fig.28).
At the junction between the two buildings, a small baroque double staircase
leads the visitor to a piano :-wbile over the stores r ~ the back building from
where access is gained to the vertical circulation shaft. This stair reconciles
the two buildings, but at the same time, its centralising function is at odds
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Figure :28: Axonometnic showing articulation between "two buildings" at fin
and second floor levels (Agrest and Gandelsonas 1984)
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with the narrow residual courtyard which it oq'eupies. In addition, a huge
circular column is placed on the central axis ofth:b foyer, blocking any reading
of spatfal grandeur.
Fr@m this brief description, th~ building can elearly be seen as one in which
different typologies are juxtaposed. Its ironic a~d dialectical qualities are
obvious, It i$, evidence of the "critical"designproce~~)advocated Uy Agrest and
Gandelsonas, and bears witness to a rigorous connection in their work
between theory and practice. It will form the basis of my concluding
statements regarding the outcome of their work for architecture.
Tosum up:
1. The architectural system is, in Agres: and Gandelsonas' view,
characterised by a reduction ofmeaning: Architectural objects convey miJ.:r
certain meanings and not others by· their being expressed in natural
language. This l!UllJUagein which built form is associated with meaning
is the medium. in which the architectural system is constructeil" It
facilitates the formation of arch:.tectural codes, which govern the
manifestation of architectural signs.
2. The structure of the architectural sign proposed by Agrest ..lmd
Gandelsonas is, in my view, problematic. Instead of the symmetry they
propose, 1have suggested that the ViirlOUS systems in which it arises are
combined in a saries of connotative and metalanguistic operations (see
fig.16). While technically constituting a metalanguage, architectural writing
is .caught up in establishing the rhetoric of the architectural system.
3. Architecture, as traditionally practiced, is governed by a teleology whi~
like realism in literature, predetermines the manifestation of its sy.stem.
This tele%8J' is related to technical, functional; lor!"nal and lingtdsi\~,,:
~ ~~,units.
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4. Through an.analol{,!us critique to tk:lt practiced by the Telt;}ue{ writers/or
1fteratut~ Agrest and" Gandelsonas aitemPc,t a Iwrii~;b!nP~ of
f.J!'Chitecturewhich i:haaenges its former teleology. Thrs~¢i;ates the
:. " '\ .. I)"
m'echrmisms whfpb producfJ meaning in architecture outsii/.e of their
manifestation ,in specf{lc codes. Design becomes an articulation of the
medmng dcc-:lmng between. l'.:uWus c~ systems. Thi: could be 'argued
~-;::;::,,;; .. ..'}
to accomplish/or aiChitect/.Uewhat Tel Quel accomplished for litetdtat&
o ~
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5. CONCLUSION
_;jJV EVALUA'TION OF AGREST AND
GANb'1fLSONA~t MODEL FOR THE
",PRAC1~CEOFAR'6li[TECT'JRE
.J
"/
Agrest and Gandelsonas' semiotic project looks at built form and asks how
and why, when not directly caused by functional criteria, built form takes the
form it does. It relates this to the' problem of the production of meaning -
inaddition to answering functional criteria, built form conveys messages about
the society which produced it, anchoring certajn ideas v)ich that society has
f
about itself in space and 'time. II~,
\\
The view of the origin of built form which Agrest and Gandelsonas hold is not
a new one -,it can broadly be define~:tas historicist (Agrest and Gandelsonas
\ '._
1977:103). Nevertheless, in distingui:Si'i~g themselves from this position, they
.ddentify their problematic as '£lle relati Jtlship of architecture to ideology
(1977:103). They apply the basic principles o.~structural linguistics to an
\' i~_:::.,.J·'
analysis of the operations of i(\~ology in architecture.
1. ARCHITECTURE AND IDEOLOGY
For Agrest and Gandelsonas:
All cultural production, such as architecture, when articulated as
the economic and political levels, manifests the way by which
ideology is produced as part of a given social structure.
(1977:104)
It participates in mechanisms which have;
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the social function 6~",maintainiug "the overall structure: of
society by inducing .mef1:tf)' accept in their eonsclousness the
place and role assigneil to 'lR~~?, 'c'
(4igrest and Gandelsonas 'i973b:94)
~'" ,/y/':c:.. // ..
In their conception of it (Agres! and GandeIsbl[}a.S1973b:9~), ideology is the
set of representations a~d beliefs (religious, moral, pOlltical or aesthetic)
which, at t?desame time as providing a certain knowledge of the world,
~\" .
mrur;ta.i;iililiei,social relations Of a society, Thi:. re,~ers to two aspects of
ideol~gy - fi~stly, to what it is (beliefs about thi"\'{ay the world is) and
secondly, to its use (the maintenance of the social relations of society)',
u
To say that architecture is ideological practice is to refer to i)' the sets ~f ideas
(\
which provide knqwledge of it from practical, religious, moral, or aesthetic etc.
_...f
grounds and are assigned to physical elements with a specific form
(Gandelsonas 1975:45), and ii) to the function of such knowledge in the
reproduction of the institutional boundaries of architecture (its social form)
(Agrest a'Jid Candelsonas 1973b:94).
:rf seems critical to ask what the relationship is between these two .. between
knowledge of architecture and the institutionally reproducrve function of such
(>
knowledge. They are brought together, in Agfest and Gandelsonas' view, and
I,
here Iwould agree with them, in the language. or the architectural system i.e,
in the 'writings of those who f~actice architecture:. /. ,i
if'
The mediating use of language (permits) the inclusion of the
object in social life.
(Agrest and Gandelsonas 1973b:264)
The use of language in the phraseology pf architectural writings (see fig.16)
1 Agrest and Gandelsonas' conception of~de'i:ilt'E7.'ii~aws on Althusser (1977), for Whom ideology is not falsi
consciousness, but an objective level of social realit}7 I It is a system of representation whereby people live thei
relation to the world. It isprofoundly unconscious, Jnly intelligible through its structure, not as isolated image.
or representations. Its function is to, secure cohesion among.people and betwee!1. pe2R1e and their tasks
Individuals live in ideology by participati'lg in ce~tain proctices within spel-ific ideolo;;tcif~~pparatuses.
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doses the meaning of the architectural text; it reduces the production of
meaning to only one signification which seems natural.and self~evidtmt.
/r \(C" '-.~~
t ~
The writings 6f architects describe form by relatmg"it to other ideas, be they
functional, technical or absr!ract. In these writings, specifi~ fonl1s are identified
and meaning or meanings' attached to them. This "language" estab1ish~s
certain buildings as \"architectural" and others not. In other words, certain';;
buildings cd,nnote the abstract value "architecture", if they correspond to the
codes established in ~Ji~hitectural discourse, while others do not. These codes
;/ "<.'
perform the socia] function of s~ttWglimits to the activities of designers. They
determine the wayts inwhich designers conceptualise, relate to, j'i,"l;agine and
produce their work. In addition I,to establishing architecture as a distinct
system of meaning, identifiable in a distinct set of built works, archltects'
writings thus secure a relation between those who practice architecture and
their tasks. It establishes the ideas. in which architects represent the,u' ~grk to
G themselves and through which they act in the sociJl totality, This preserves the
autonomy of architecture as a social practice in imaginary system of
representation.
It is this which Agrest and Gandelsonas contest. For.them, a!;9hited:hre cannot
he considered an autonomous practice. Every architect is implicated in the
political and social context of his at' her work, and should be involved to some
extent in the exposure of its ideological form. For themc-tbis Involves
exploding the wholeness or completeness of the architectural 'system by
locating it in a "textual" ptnductlpn of meaning, in which the operation of
ideology to close the meaning of the text is refused.
This was achieved in their practice by:
!i
(i) A new relation between architecture and the urbt'lJ1,
r> _,., ..,
.'.'I
. . . <) i "
Architecture has traditio.n~llystood apart from the broalJ~r urban realm as a
specific) system of meaning, produced in a specific practice; "Agrest and
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{r
Gandelsenas, in conceptualising tne Individual 'architectUl1~ work as a te~
which is, always part ()f a larger set of texts with which it engages in dialogue;
radically challenged this position; Drawing on texts from both 'Within the
tradition of at'I';)b!tecture, and from those traditionally excluded from it, the
urban realm, tl1tJy cancelled out the previously held distinctions between the \\
),
two,
II
f.',/
So, for instance, in Building 1 of the Urban Fragments project, a front bl4ck
i/
conforming to the typology of a btdldingfacing the street is combined ~th a
back block that has the curtain w~U and strip windows typically assoViate~
with a modern free standing towii;r (fig.27). This juxtaposition of scale and
,'J . -_- ,
type mimics the juxtapositions whiiJ,hcharacterise developinellt in the city at
an urban scale. ;),
This conceptualisation of their task challenged the ideological '\form of
architecture in two \VlWS:
/>~'/
,ij
,.: .. :f;:..c
I) The traditional autonomy of ~:pritecttI(tas a system of mearilng was
undermined. It was produced' as a p~tt of the functioning of the
" ong~ing, !lp"Jended process of the protction ofmeaning hrthe built
environment. c ~
" C"> 'c, \
\\. ""....c.,":~~~_,
\\" /:/,-'"
ii) The architectural subject was no longef""ih individual designer,
interpellated inspecific ideological representations, but rather a subject
participating in the broader ideological field of the urban realm. In this
way, the sepa~~...tion between designers and other urban subjects was.
"_"
\~\undermined.
I··-~
(il) .A n!f;;~~~;';!f~#>nbetween theo,y and practice
/ I
In an essay, "On Practice" Agr¢s~ and Gandelsonas (1980) argue that criticism
and design have long bee,,t distinct and separate practices in architecture.
Architectural ide!;\s and forms have been produced in design and thenQ ' "
'JFigure 25: Possible Relationships between Building TYf>eand Urban
Configuration (Agrest and Gandelsonas 1980b)
\,'
(ii) URBAN FRAGlvfENI'S BUILDING 1: BUENOS ~JRES
(1977-82)
In collaboration with Jorge Feferbaum and Marcelo Naszewski
(fig.26)
l
. l
1/
This building was one of t!fee designed for different locations in Buenos
"Aires. It deals with the issue of conte!t as something resulting from cultural
~.-- ~- ~\ ' - >
and economic determinents and building codes. The building is considered a
fragment of a discourse established among buildings in a city by juxtaposition,
accumulation and reference.
The building is t)rpica!Jyii urban - it occurs bef;ween two party walls. It was
conceptualised as .two buildings, one '~etin front of the other, partly in
response toset-back regulations, partly. to the idea o(wo1ogical juxtaposition
(fig.27).
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Figure 23: A Housing Proposal for the French Minister of Housing (Agrest
and Gandelsonas 1980b)
type is a recognisable building form which has functioned efficiently over time
and been associated with a particular cultural tradition. As the basis for this
design, the utilisation. of types allowed for the development of a housing
system which users would recognise and identify with without having been
directly involved in the design process.
This project clearly illustrates the design approach generated by Ag~est and
Gandelsonas from their theoretical base. Context supplies typologicalmaterial
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Figure 24: Typological Elements (Agrest and Gandclsonas 1980b)
which the designer shapes and transforms in a dialectical relationship with
urban morphology.
Design is a process of:
ii
(a) Analysis of context for generic types and urban morphologies .'.
(b) Transformation of types in relation to one another.
(c) Exploration of the relation of types to the urban morphology of a
specific site.
This process models itself "f';er the process by which the city takes shape. It
combines, articulates and transforms a given context of types and urban spaces
(fig.25).
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criticised or interpreted in an alternative written dis~,'\'lrse.
In their work, designIs itself conceived of as critical.
"
Ttrere is no doubt that this position was developed out of a theoretical
discourse which made explicit the rules' of architectural production, and
confronted it with the notion of "texniality", However, there is also no doubt
that Agrest and Gandlesonas' buildings do not-straightforwardly attempt to be
the illustrations of a discoursive criticism.
,I
Instead they Jake use of a strategy of analogy: design is thought of as
I'
"reading", Jns{as literary texts read existing texts, and, in doing 'So, establish
a critical d~tance from them, so architecture reads the texts of the
architecturaltradition and the urban realm, and-actively transforms them.
Design is no longer an unreflective process dictated to by the unifying will of
ii
the designer, but rather involves a conscious criticism of existing aesthetic
codes, Working with the sedimentations of meaning passed down In aesthetic
codes, design becomes a process of unmasking the extent to which these codes
ltnaturaliseL ':deologkal practices, It makes explicit the unstable tMation
between form al1~meaning which codes conceal. In. this process, the desire of
the designer is ~dquired to be countered by a capacity to criticise those very
forms which give him or her pleasure (Colquhoun 1983;8).
The public foyer in Building 1 of .the Urban Fragments project exemplifies
this procedure particularly well (fig.28). In it, a small baroque double staircase
is placed in the residual space between the front and back blocks of the
building. Its centralising function is in conflict with the narrow interstituary
space which it occupies. This stair suggests the socially incongruent tradition
of high bourgeois architecture to those who enter the building. However, this
reference is countered by the insertion of solid elements into the foyer it
encircles .. a large circular column which impedes an axial approach, lift and
screen walls. These give the foyer a feeling of compression and prevent a
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reading of spatial or social grandeur.
$ ~
• i(:;;,__,",~~In tbis'\way the cotles of the architectural system are undermined and
\" '
designers alienated fr(}l1l an uncritical relation to their own work. A single~.,. .,
reading or interpretation of the buHdJp~(is no longer possible.
(iii) A new relation to ideology
Agrest and Gandelsonas speak of their work as generated out of a new
relation to an ideological "unconscious" • Itanetwork ill which the subject of
the reading, the laws of the unconscious and the historico-cultural
determinants are articulated" (Agrest and Gandelsonas 1977:116).
Beginning with de Saussure's distinction between 1anS9;eand parole, the
assumption is made by senrlotici~s that langue is the unconscious level of
every ideological discourse, unalterable by ind~;lidual activity. 'the structure
of langue is the structure of ideology - the hidden structure in every discourse.
Althusser (1977) spo~e of ideology as all objective level of social reality,
independent of individual subjectivity. It comprises systems of representatiox,
, ' , I', '\
haw...'1g.nothing to do with consciousness: ''rjSUally images and" occasionally '<i)
concepts, but above all sttuctures,@prased o~;the vast majority of men not via
'-.-, 'I
their consciousness" (Larrain 1979:155). \
As a profoundly 'Unconscious level of social reality. ideology is only intelligible
as a system. It is a process of the production of sense, prior to its appearance
in conscious representations.
\\
The Tel Onel initiative in literature and Agrest and Gandelsonas' initiative ill
architecture was an exploration of the unconscious structure in their respective
field~;.
,For Agrest and Gandelsonas this meant, as has been seen, an activation of the
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unconscious (metaphoric and metonymic) processes which operate m the
construction of meaning in the built world, outside of the phraseology which,
in architecture, fixes it in words.
In order to evade, the ideological functi~ng;of language, and this is to IDe,
I,.
the biilliaace of Agrest and GandleosI);:t$,project, .the architectural system was
//
located in relation to another systedhaving the same material substance - the
//
built world. This enabled rel~~6hs between diverse and ..often contradictory
building forms and cod~s;::?d be established, as in the above mentioned
»>
example, In this; th~.;~as no need for language to mediate. One built text
" //
confronted aI}_J;'~r directly, by juxtaposition, accumulation arid reference.
/)'
It must be noted that this did not do away with linguistic discourse in the
production of architecture, but it did bring to -the fore the mechanisms
whereby built form signifies as built form. It foregrounded the operations of
the system so to speak, and, in fact, established relations in built formiwhich
linguistic prescrlption would have excluded.
I would like however to suggest that the absence of language is not something
which characterises the· process of design which Agrest and Gandelsonas
adopt. While I find the notion of the juxtaposition and contarcdnatlon of codes
an interesting and a constructive one, I would not hold as Agrest and
Gandelsonas do that this process is outside of language;
If the system of architecture and of design, even when we play
with it, is always closed within a game of the commentaries of
language ~a meta-lingual game - it is interesting to speculate on
the outcome of a similar "game" of non-design, a game of the
built world. For non-design is a non-language, and by
comparison v.ith a language, it is madness, since it is outside
language and thus outside society,
(Agrest and Gnndelsonas 1977:116)
Their work is as articulated by language as any previous architectural code!
'.
and slips into the dangerous position of becoming just another ideological
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prescription for architecture's production ~ a new code of architecture
d
producing designerswlth an altered perception of their task. In their case, this
perception is both contextual and formalist. It draws on typologies from an
existing 9pgtext .and JUXtaposes their forms to produce familiar though
unexpected results. Agrest and Gandlesonas' d!l~coursive position of
maintaining meaning in a permanent state or incompleteness is &S "ideological"
and prescriptive a position as any oth~r.
But this is not a serious criticism. For what is important is not whether
something is ideological or not, for there is no practice except by and in
\i . '. . ..
ideology (Althusser 1977), but rather" what comes out of it.
In my opinion, what has come out of Agrest and Gandelsonas' practice is the
erosion of architecture as a distinct and autonomous system of meaning and
its incorporation, on a semiotic, not a sociologicailevel, into broader c'lt!t'!1tal
processes', In this sense, their practice is entirely successful.
It both describes and explains how meaning has been traditionally defined in
<:u~hitecture and, at the ,same time, as a form of "architectural/political/
psycho-analytical" critique, counters this system. Buildings are no longer
generated out of prescriptive codes of meaning which project specific values
onto the built world, but rather articul~tedlp. a process which condenses and
juxtaposes values within in a generalised social and urban framework
Buildings are designed as if they are being interpreted from a ~ariety of points
of view. Architectural and general cultural processes, individqal.and collective
activity, ambiguously merge and remain distinct.
:,i
In Building 1 of the Urban Fragments Project for instance, a powerful
contradiction is established between the familiarity of its parts and the
unfamiliarity of their juxtaposition. It is a building both familiar and strange,
2. In no way do Agrcst and Gandelsonas question the traditi(;>1lairelation or the architect to society. What they
question is th¢ manner in which the architect conceptualises and relates to hiS/her task. 'nus Is entirely
consistent with the terms of a semiotic framework.
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which both seduces and alienates, countering 'any attempt towards unified
interpretation';
In this sense"it is a form of critique, utilisingnegation to expose the mode of
intelligibility which configures architecture as a system of signs. The
operations of metaphor and metonymy provide both a model and a strategy
f&t:,,~)critical architectural discourse.
The outcome of this critique for architectural practice is the recognition that
architecture is caught up in collective systemsof representation which exceed
its limited Institutional form. These systems are profoundly unconscious,
accessible in architecture only as processes, by activating the operations of
\\
metaphor and metonymy in design,
Agrest and Gandelsonas provide t'1hodel for such a practice.
Their work, occurring at the time it did, contributed substantially towards the
development of post-modernism in architecture. On a theoretical level, it
provided a more rigorous critique of architecture as a system of signs than
other .more prescriptive writers (cf, Jencks 1977, Venturi 1966). On a.
practical level, it utilised collage t .chniques critically, producing what is in my
opinion, a highly ambiguous relation between architecture and popular urban
forms, and avoiding both the pastiche and the abstract formalism to which
other postmodern practice was often reduced.
This established, in my opinion, the parameters for an ongoing practice of
architecture which is critical and transformative, Provided their work is read
from the perspective of its process and not its product, it can be utilised as a
strategy of design which constantly questions and rewrites existing ideological
practice.
.3 Nevertheless, in the mind ,.>f architectural crit:c, Alan co14uhoun (1983), the building's m~rimng is one of
unresolvedness, irony and contradiction.
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In this sense, it is a form of critique, utilising negation to expose the mode of
intelligibility, which configures architecture as a system of signs. The
operations' of metaphor and metonymy provide both a model and a strategy
for a critical architectural discourse"
The outcome of this critique for architectural practice is the recognition that
architecture is caught up in collective systems of representation which exceed
its limited institutional form. These systems are profoundly unconscious,
accessible in architecture only as processes, by activating the operations of
metaphor and metonymy in design.
, \
I' .' t,
Agrest and Gandelsonas~, _.fide a model for such a practice.
Their work, occurring at the time it did, contributed substantially towards the
development of post-modernism in architecture, On a theoretical level, it
provided a more rigorous critique of architecture as a system of signs than
other more prescriptive writers (cf Jencks 1977, Venturi 1966). On a
practical level, it utilised collage techniques critically, producing what is in my
opinion, a highly ambiguous relation between architecture and popular urban
forms, and avoiding both the pastiche and the abstract formalism to which
other postmodern practice was often reduced.
This established, in my opinion, the parameters for an ongoing practice of
architecture which is critical and transformative, Provided their work is read
from the perspective of its process and not its product, it can be utilised as a
strategy of design which constantly questions and rewrites existing ideological
practice.
3 Nevertheless, in the mind of architectural critic, Alan Colquhoun (1983), the building's meaning is one of
unresolvedness, irony and contradiction.
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